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Tr aditional ankle-high quarter 
socks from Extra-Wide Sock Co. Easy-care 
cotton-nylon blend. Made in U.S.A. Sizes M 
(for men’s shoe sizes 8–11½), L (for sizes 12–16) 
and XL (for sizes 16½–21). 
XQ3 White, black. 3 pairs for 27.00XQ3

3705S

3705B

UP TO

WIDE
5E

Tr aditional ankle-high quarter 
socks from Extra-Wide Sock Co. Easy-care 

3705BR

UP TO

WIDE
5E

Strap into Propét’s “Ultra 
Strap,” a multi-purpose 

athletic shoe with two 
removable inserts: an open cell foam 

footbed providing great cushioning in thin 
layers and an extra EVA spacer to customize 

fit. Breathable knit uppers with adjustable 
hook-and-loop straps. Lightweight 
EVA sole unit with gripping rubber 

tread inserts. Men’s 
sizes 8–12, 13, 14, 

15, 16, 17 and 
18 in 3E and 

5E widths.
PAA203GB

Grey/black $99.95

PAA203GB

Now offered in a multi-useful brown color, 
Propét’s “Life Walker” casual is a well-built, 

lightweight walker with leather 
uppers, two adjustable hook-

and-loop closures, padded collar, 
cushion EVA midsoles and

 durable rubber outsoles. Men’s
 sizes 7–12, 13, 14, 15 and 

16 in 3E and 5E.
3705S Off-white 

$79.95
3705B Black 

$79.95
3705BR Brown 

$79.95 
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SCLD111
UP TO

WIDE
6E

SCLD121

UP TO

WIDE
6E

SWAV101

Experience the WaveSpring®

technology of Spira, an innovative 
footwear company making 
premium athletic shoes with 
a patented energy-return system 
that reduces stress on muscles 
and provides exceptional cushioning 
and resiliency. Lightweight springs built 
into the sole unit at heel and forefoot stand 
up to wear better than compressive 
foams for an extended “new shoe” 
feel. Choose the synthetic-
and-mesh CloudWalker or 
the all-leather 
WaveWalker. 
Men’s sizes 
7–12, 13, 
14 and 15 in 
4E and 
6E widths.
SCLD111 CloudWalker 
white/orange $129.95
SCLD121 CloudWalker 
white/navy $129.95
Also: SCLD101  Black/white 
(shown online)
SWAV111 WaveWalker 
brown $149.95 
SWAV121 WaveWalker 
white $149.95
SWAV101 WaveWalker 
black $149.95

SWAV111
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939

995

991

994

UP TO

8E
WIDE

938

937

Made in four widths from 3E 
to 8E, our mesh and suede 

Hitchcock athletic 
shoes are 

constructed 
on our 

own 
broad-toed 

athletic lasts 
with forgiving lightweight 

uppers lined with comfortable, 
breathable fabric and well-padded 

tongue and collar. Lightweight wide 
base PU sole unit provides stability 

and support. Men’s sizes 
5–12, 13 and 14 in 3E 
and 5E; 6–12, 13 and 
14 in both 6E and 8E.
991 White $99.95
995 Grey $99.95 
994 Navy $99.95

Our Hitchcock mesh plain-toe 
sport tie comes in widths from 5E 

to 8E, and its forgiving mesh uppers 
with distinctive three-eyelet lacings stretch 

comfortably to fit even problem feet. 
Lightweight but supportive, 

thanks to its removable 
contoured insole and 

flexible, wide-base 
PU outsole. Men’s 

sizes 7–12, 13 and 14 
in 5E, 6E and 8E widths.

939 Grey $99.95
938 Tan $99.95 

The new olive version has twin ghillie
 loops and broad fabric lacings for 

added adjustability. Men’s 
sizes 7–12, 13 and 14 

in 5E, 6E and 8E.
937 Olive 

$99.95 

with distinctive three-eyelet lacings 

UP TO

8E
WIDE
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987

996

997

949
UP TO

8E
WIDE

947

UP TO

8E
WIDE

Wide, adjustable, affordable: our popular 
Hitchcock dual strap athletic shoe is 
made on our exclusive broad-toed 
athletic last with lightweight 
leather uppers lined with 
breathing fabric. Foam-padded 
collar and tongue. Molded PU sole 
unit with a wide base for stability and 
support. Men’s sizes 5–12, 
13 and 14 in 3E and 
5E; 6–12, 13 and 14 
in both 6E and 8E.
949 Black $99.95
947 Grey $99.95

Hitchcock’s economical 
all-leather athletic shoes 
are made in 3E, 5E, 6E 
and 8E widths on our own 
broad-toed athletic last. Their 
supple, lightweight uppers have 
breathing fabric linings 
and are padded 
with foam at 
collar and tongue. 
The lightweight 
polyurethane sole 
unit has a wide base 
for stability and support. 
Men’s sizes 5–12, 13 and 14 in 
3E and 5E; 6–12, 13 and 
14 in 6E and 8E.
987 Grey 
leather $99.95 
997 White leather $99.95 
996 Black leather $99.95
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on all orders

$175
or more
USE CODE

FS1G175
SEE PAGE 63

OF1

BioSoft™ Diabetic Socks by 
Orthofeet are wide, ultra loose, 

extra roomy socks with soft terry 
padding with moisture-wicking 
DryPlex™ technology and anti-

bacterial to protect sensitive 
skin. Sizes M (men’s shoe 
size 6-81/2), L (9-111/2), 

XL (12-15). 
OF1 Black/white, 

Tan/white or All White.  
3 pairs for $36.00

Built for maximum 
foot support, Drew’s new 

Player athletic walkers have the 
roomy adjustability of the Plus 

Fitting System’s dual removable 
footbeds, breathable mesh uppers with 

protective toe and heel overlays, cushion-
ing, high-rebound EVA midsole, strong nylon 

4080NV

4080BR

Drew’s great “Lightning II” is 
comfort, support and style, all 

wrapped up in one good-looking 
package. An athletic walker 

with breathable leather-and-mesh 
uppers, it has a broad toe box with 

double added depth and dual re-
movable footbeds, sweat-absorbing 

Dri-Lex® linings, firm heel counters, 
and a durable rubber outsole 

with stabilizing dual shank 
system. Men’s sizes 7–12, 13, 

14, 15 and 16 in 4E and 6E.
4080NV Navy $169.95

4080BR Brown $169.95

4010NO

4010GR

shank, and a slip-resistant 
rubber outsole with rocker bottom. 
Plus, they are great-looking, too! 
Men’s sizes 7–12, 13, 14, 15 and 
16 in 4E and 6E.
4010NO Navy/orange $149.95
4010GR Grey combo $149.95
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6043

3519

9022

9014

3521

6043

Drew’s 
highly supportive walkers
feature the Plus Fitting System of 
double added depth with dual re-
movable footbeds. Lined with ab-
sorbent, sweat-controlling Dri-Lex®, 
it has leather uppers with foam-padded 
tongue and collar, firm heel counters, dual shank 
system and a durable rubber outsole. Men’s sizes 7–13, 14, 15 
and 16 in 4E and 6E widths. Leather and mesh strap shoe:
3519 Black $169.95  3521 White $169.95
Leather tie shoe:
9014 Black $169.95
9022 White $169.95

Drew’s 
generous-fitting, good-
looking “Surge” is another added depth shoe with 
two removable inserts that allow for fit 
adjustment. A full, rounded toe and 
soft, foam-padded tongue and 
collar provide comfort while a 
wide tempered steel shank, 
extended medial heel stabilizer 
and tri-support insole assure stability. 
Men’s sizes 7–13, 14, 15 and 16 in 
4E and 6E. 
6043 Grey 
$169.95

7ALL THESE SHOES AREAREARE
UP TO
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1540 version 3 trainer: New 
Balance’s premier motion-control 

runner. SL-2 last. Men’s sizes 7–13, 
14, 15, 16 in 4E and 6E.

1540MB3 Silver/blue $169.95
1540BK3 Black $169.95

The iconic 990 running shoe:
Made in USA. SL-1 last. 

Men’s sizes 7–13, 14, 
15, 16 in 4E and 6E.

990GL5 Grey $184.95
990NV5 Navy $184.95

The versatile 624 training 
shoe: MX-001 last. Men’s 

sizes 7–13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 
19 and 20 in 4E; sizes  7–13, 

14, 15, 16, 17, 18 in 6E.
624WN White/navy $79.95

624AB Black $79.95

The Covid pandemic
has affected all of us in different 

ways. For New Balance, it has 
meant inventory shortages 

due to supply chain problems 
and increased demand. As a 

result, we face lengthy delays 
in restocking certain styles and

sizes. We hope to be back to 
normal early 2022 but in 

the meantime, we urge you 
to place orders now in case 

you need to get in line!

990GL5

990NV5

990GL5

1540MB3

1540BK3

624WN 
990NV5

624AB

624WN

The generous 847 SL-2 last
 walker:Engineered mesh 

upper in a stabilizing 
walking shoe. Men’s sizes 

7–13, 14 and 15 in 4E and 6E. 
847LG4 Grey

$134.95847LG48



The lightweight, comfortable 813 walker: With stabilizing Rollbar®

technology. SL-2 last. Men’s sizes 7–12, 
13, 14, 15 and 16 in 4E and 6E.
813WT White tie $89.95
813BK Black tie $89.95

Call or visit 
wideshoes.com 
for complete 

style 
information 
and sizes.

Version 3 of NB’s 
super-popular walking 

shoe: A roomy all-leather 
walker with Rollbar®. 

Men’s sizes 7–13, 
14, 15, 16 in 

4E and 6E. 
928BK3 Black $139.95
928BN3 Bone $139.95

928WT3 White $139.95
928BR 3 Brown $144.95

928HB3 Black strap 
version $139.95

Version 3 of NB’s 
super-popular walking 

shoe: A roomy all-leather 

813BK

928BR3

928BK3

928BN3

928BR3

wideshoes.com 
for complete 

928WT3

806W

New Balance’s classic tennis 
shoe: The 806W with 
herringbone outsole. Men’s 
sizes 7–13, 14, 15 and 16 
in 4E width only.
806W White $119.95 

New Balance’s classic tennis 

928HB3

New Balance’s classic tennis 

herringbone outsole. Men’s 
sizes 7–13, 14, 15 and 16 

 $119.95 

New Balance’s classic tennis 
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Q uarter-length Medical Socks
from Extra Wide Sock Co. have 
superior 
stretch 
and an 
inverted 
toe seam 
   for a 
   seam-free 
     feel. 
       Made in U.S.A.

Sizes M (for men’s  shoe sizes 
8–11½) and L (for sizes 12–16).

     XMQ Black, white 
3 pairs for $27.00

XMQ

Orthofeet’s mesh sport tie has 
a soft, non-binding upper that 

provides extra room for toe movement, 
relieves pressure points. Anatomical BioFit™

insole and ergonomic sole. Soft, seam-
free linings. Dual removable inserts 

allow fit adjustment or 
orthotic use. Men’s sizes 

7–12, 13, 14, 15 in 
XW(4E) and XXW(6E).

OF617 Black/grey
$139.95

OF617

relieves pressure points. Anatomical BioFit

Q uarter-length Medical Socks
from Extra Wide Sock Co. have 
superior 
stretch 
and an 
inverted 
toe seam 

     feel. 
       Made in U.S.A.

Sizes M (for men’s  shoe sizes 
8–11½) and L (for sizes 12–16).

OF610

OF611

OF644

Orthofeet’s athletic shoes come in a super-wide XXW 
that will fit 6E – and even wider feet if you remove 
one or two of the fitting spacers beneath the 
BioFit™ insole. The “tie-less” 
closure system allows you to lace 
it once the way you like it and 
then use hook-and-loop side tabs 
to get in and out of the shoe with 
ease after that. Padded seam-free 
linings and cushioning ergonomic sole. 

OF644 Brown leather $139.95
Men’s sizes 7–12, 13 and 14 in 

XW(4E) and XXW(6E).
OF611 Black $139.95

OF610 White/navy $139.95
Men’s sizes 7–12, 13, 14, 15 in 

XW(4E) and XXW(6E).
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Now there’s a “Loose Fit 
Stays Up” quarter sock
from Extra Wide Sock Company, 
relaxed fitting and specially 
designed to stay up! 
Cushioned sole and 
comfort toe seam. 
Made in U.S.A. 
Sizes S (for men’s shoe 
sizes 5–8), M (for sizes 
8½–11½), L (for sizes 
12–15) and XL (for sizes 15½-19).
XLF1 Black or white 3 pairs for 27.00

2400GR

2028GR

Now there’s a “Loose Fit 
Stays Up” quarter sock

2028NV

6010

An ultra-supportive 
active shoe, the “Journey Mesh” suede and mesh athletic shoe is 
now available in grey and navy. It features SAS TRIPAD®

comfort technology, a removable anti-bacterial soft 
arch insole, EZ Lace system and a Soft Step 
comfort outsole. Diabetic approved. 
Made in  U.S.A. Men’s sizes 
6–13, 14, 15 in 4E(WW) and 
6E(WWW).
2028GR Grey $189.95 
2028NV Navy $189.95

The “three levels of comfort” of InStride’s 
Comfort Fit System™ include a removable 
contoured footbed with two cushion insoles 
underneath. Remove one or both to adjust fit as

Wid e leather EZ Straps make SAS’s grey “JV Mesh” a practical 
(and adjustable!) walking shoe. The suede leather and mesh upper 
is softly lined and diabetic approved. SAS’s proprietary TRIPAD®

technology with removable anti-bacterial soft arch insole and 
Soft Step outsole make the shoe as comfortable as it is 
supportive. Made in U.S.A. Men’s sizes 6–13, 
14, 15 in 4E(WW) and 6E(WWW).
2400GR Grey $189.95

needed. Orthopedically 
designed, supple leather uppers, slip-resistant 
outsole, adjustable strap closure. Men’s sizes 

8–12, 13 and 14 in 4E (W) and 6E (XW).
6010 Black $129.95

XLF1



 EXTRA-WIDE athletic crew 
socks designed with extra-wide 

foot and leg. Easy-care 
cotton-nylon blend. 

Made in U.S.A. 
Sizes M (for 

men’s shoe sizes 
8–11½), L (for 

sizes 12–16)  and 
XL (for 16½–21).  
X1 Black, navy, 

tan or white. 
3 pairs for $27.00

X1

The
“Propét One” athletic tie
has 3-D knit mesh patterned uppers that 
are strong and lightweight as well as double 
removable insoles for maximum fit customiza-
tion. Padded collar and tongue. Removable 

insole of open-cell antimicrobial 
. Sturdy EVA sole unit with 

treaded rubber inserts. Men’s sizes 
8-12, 13, 14, 15 and 16 in 3E & 5E.
PAA102MN Navy/grey $99.95

socks 

9368

9319

The
“Propét One” athletic tie
has 3-D knit mesh patterned uppers that 
are strong and lightweight as well as double 

insole of open-cell antimicrobial 
. Sturdy EVA sole unit with 

treaded rubber inserts. Men’s sizes 

PAA102MN

8934

UP TO

WIDE
5E

UP TO

WIDE
6E

Drew’s terrific “Aaron” 
athletic mesh casuals feature 
double added depth with dual 

removable footbeds, foam-padded 
tongue and collar, firm heel counters 

and lightweight flared rubber out-
soles. They are lined with absorbent, 

odor controlling Dri-Lex®. Men’s sizes 
7–13, 14 and 15 in 4E and 6E.

9 343 Grey suede /mesh $169.95
9319 Black suede/nylon $169.95

9368 Brown smooth l
eather/nylon $169.95

8934 Navy suede/mesh
$169.95

9343

Drew’s terrific “Aaron” Drew’s terrific “Aaron” 

SUPER WIDES!



1500TN

1100NV

1100BR

2100BK

England’s  finest hosiery factory makes our top-quality 
Hitchcock socks of stretchy superfine merino wool with 

a touch of nylon for strength. Machine-wash and line dry 
for best results. M, L, XL. Black, dark brown, grey, 

navy, wine and dark blue. We fit by shoe size.
S23 Knee length $28.95 per pair
S21 Crew length $27.95 per pair

 Samuel Hubbard’s top of the 
 line “New Endeavor” boat 
 shoe features Hubbard 
 Hybrid Comfort 
 technology 
with a custom designed no-slip, 
shock absorbent rubber sole. 
Oil-impregnated upper leather 
has a wax topcoat to stay soft 
and repel water plus glove-leather 
linings for breathability and buttery 
soft comfort. The triple-density foam insole 
is removable for orthotics. Men’s sizes 9–12, 
13 and 14 in a very generous XW/4E width.
1500TN Tan $254.95

A gor geous “dress” shoe with the 
comfort of a sneaker, Samuel 
Hubbard’s iconic “Unsneaker”
has full grain nubuck uppers 
with full leather linings, padded 
collar and tongue, removable 
triple-density leather-topped 
PORON® insoles, Kevlar®

shank and a flexible 
Moreflex® Vibram® sole. 
Men’s sizes 9–12, 13 and 14 
in an extra wide XW/4E width. 
1100NV Navy nubuck $199.95
1100BR Brown nubuck $199.95

The black “Founder” dress shoe from Samuel Hubbard 
has a refined look with leather linings, leather welt and 
satin wax finish, but inside it’s built like a sneaker 
with removable triple-density 
Memory Foam insole and a light-
weight but sturdy Kevlar® shank 
supporting a custom Vibram®

outsole. Men’s sizes 9–12, 13 
and 14 in a generous XW/4E width.
2100BK Black $269.95
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Whether you choose the strap 
version or the tie shoe, the

precision knit mesh uppers of 
the “Propét One” walkers provide 

great ventilation and comfort. An extra 
EVA spacer under the high rebound PU 

insole lets you adjust fit to your liking. The 
EVA outsole has rubber traction tread 

inserts. Men’s sizes 8–12, 13, 
14, 15 and 16 in 3E 

and 5E widths.
PAA023BOR 

Grey/orange strap
$99.95

PAA022NL 
Navy/lime tie $99.95 

PAA023BOR

PAA022NL

precision knit mesh uppers of 
the “Propét One” walkers provide 

great ventilation and comfort. An extra 
EVA spacer under the high rebound PU 

insole lets you adjust fit to your liking. The 
EVA outsole has rubber traction tread 

inserts. Men’s sizes 8–12, 13, 

PAA023BOR

Navy/lime tiePAA022NL

PAA282NV

PAA012DG

The precision-knit mesh uppers of Propét’s
 navy “Viator Vortex” have a colorful swipe 

of style on the outside and soft, plush 
fabric linings on the inside for warmth 

and comfort. A removable moisture-wicking 
footbed keeps feet cool and 

healthy while the responsive 
cushion rubber outsole helps 
keep them energized. Men’s

 sizes 8–12, 13, 14, 15 and 
16 in 3E and 5E widths.

PAA282NV Navy $84.95

There’s much to like about the 
“Stability X” athletic walking shoe 

from Propét, from its breath-
able mesh uppers with 

brushed nylon linings to its 
removable PU insole with 

gel heel pad and arch 
supporting EVA mid-

soles with hard-wearing 
rubber outsoles. A great 

lightweight shoe for all-day 
comfort! Men’s sizes 7-12, 13, 14, 

15, 16 and 17 in 3E & 5E.
PAA012DG Dark grey

$84.95
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“Stability X”“Stability X”
from Propét, from its breath-

The precision-knit mesh uppers of Propét’sThe precision-knit mesh uppers
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PAA222GS

2035W

2034B

2035W

2034W

2035B2035B

 A sport shoe with 
 extra pop, the 
“Propét X5” athletic walker has breathable 
knit mesh and PU uppers, padded collar 
and tongue, and a breathable 
Open Cell PU footbed that 
pulls moisture to keep feet 
cool and dry. Customize fit 
with the extra EVA spacer. 
Lightweight EVA unit sole with 
extra-grip rubber tread inserts. 
Men’s sizes 8–12, 13, 14, 15 and 
16 in 3E and 5E.
PAA222GS Grey/silver $89.95

Propét’s “Stability Walker” has 
cushioned leather uppers, rubber 
outsoles with wider 
heel and sole 
base for added 
stability, remov-
able cushion insoles 
and shock-absorbing 
EVA midsoles. Choose either 
the classic tie version or the 
strap shoe with 

adjustable hook-and-loop closures. 
Men’s sizes 7–12, 13, 14, 15, 
16, 17 in 3E and 5E.
2034B Black tie $89.95
2034W White tie $89.95
2035W White dual strap $89.95
2035B Black dual strap $89.95
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237067OR

237067NG

237214GB

232041GR

on all orders

$175
or more
USE CODE

FS1G175
SEE PAGE 63

There’s a reason Arch Fit® shoes 
are so popular: their unique insole system 

gives Skechers’ great-looking shoes podiatrist 
approved arch support! The new grey “Paradyme” has an 

engineered mesh upper, lightweight cushion midsole, 
and flexible rubber outsole – and they are machine-

washable. Men’s sizes 6½–12, 13, 14, 15, 16 
in Extra Wide 4E width. 

232041GR Grey $79.95

A solid athletic trail 
hiker is Skechers’ 

“Skech-Air Envoy” 
with water-repellent 

leather, synthetic and mesh 
upper, Air-Cooled Memory Foam®

comfort insole and Goodyear® high-performance 
rubber outsole. Men’s sizes 6½–12, 13, 14, 15, 16

 in Extra Wide 4E width. 
237214GB

Grey/black $74.95

A favorite Skechers’ 
sport style is the 

“Vigor 2.0 Nanobet” 
athletic tie. With uppers of 

smooth leather with textured 
synthetic overlays and breathable 

mesh side panels, it is 
designed for lightweight 

comfort and support with lots of interior padding, an 
Air Cooled Memory Foam comfort insole and 

a flexible rubber traction outsole. 
Men’s sizes 6½–12, 13, 

14, 15 and 16 in Extra 
Wide 4E width.

237067NG Navy/grey
$66.95

Navy/grey

237067OR Grey/orange $66.9516



XLF2

The wool “Loose Fit” sock from
Extra Wide Sock Company is a relaxed 
  fitting crew-length sock of 72% 
 soft, sustainable merino wool 
 blendedwith nylon and Spandex
 to stretch and stay up! 
 Cushioned sole. 
  Comfort toe 
  seam. 
      Made in 
             U.S.A.
             Sizes S 
  (for men’s shoe sizes 
5–8), M (8½–11½), L (12–15) and XL (15½-19). 
XLF2 Black or navy. 2 pairs for $36.00

204179DS

 from
Extra Wide Sock Company is a relaxed 
  fitting crew-length sock of 72% 

PBA042GRB

PBA042SAB

UP TO

WIDE
5E

Made in 
             U.S.A.
             Sizes S 
  (for men’s shoe sizes 
5–8), M (8½–11½), L (12–15) and XL (15½-19). 

2 pairs for $36.00
PBA042SAB

204184DS

 Waterproof knit mesh 
 uppers and a TPU toe cap 
 keep water out of Propét’s 
“Traverse” hiking boot. Inside, a breathable 
open cell polyurethane insole draws moisture 
away from the foot for a cooler, healthier footbed. 
The combination EVA/rubber outsole 
wraps up at the toe for added 
protection. Men's sizes 8–12, 
13, 14, and 15 in 3E and 5E.
PBA042GRB Grey $94.95
PBA042SAB Sand $94.95

Smooth oiled 
matte-finish 

leather with supportive synthetic 
overlays at sides and heel make 

Skechers’ Arch Fit® “Motley Hust” 
and the new “Motley Hosco” 

highly versatile slip-ons. 
The Arch Fit insole system 
provides podiatrist certified 

arch support. The removable 
Air Cooled insole assures resilient 

cushioning as you walk. Flexible traction 
rubber outsole. Men’s sizes 7–12, 13, 14

 in Extra Wide 4E width.
204179DS “Motley Hosco” 

with stretch collar $84.95
204184DS “Motley Hust” 

with elastic 
side gores $84.95
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XLF2

Extra Wide Sock Company is a relaxed 
  fitting crew-length sock of 72% 
 soft, sustainable merino wool 
 blendedwith nylon and Spandex
 to stretch and stay up! 
 Cushioned sole. 
  Comfort toe 
  seam. 
      
             U.S.A.
             Sizes S 
XLF2
             Sizes S 
XLF2  (for men’s shoe sizes XLF2  (for men’s shoe sizes XLF2

Extra Wide Sock Company is a relaxed 

      Made in 
             U.S.A.
             Sizes S 
  (for men’s shoe sizes 



Back in stock after a lengthy absence, the 1400DB is
 constructed to master the elements with 
all of New Balance’s technical walking 

know-how, including waterproof 
membrane linings within its full-grain 

leather uppers. The lug 
outsole is strengthened 

with stabilizing Rollbar®. 
Deeply padded collar and tongue. 

Removable foam insert. OL-3 
last. Men’s sizes 9–12, 13 and 

14 in 4E and 6E. 
1400DB Dark brown $149.95

Strong enough 
for the great 

outdoors, handsome enough to wear almost 
anywhere, Dunham’s “Glastonbury” UBal II 

tie shoe has waterproof seam-sealed 
leather uppers with eco-friendly 

recycled polyester linings that 
cool feet and control odor. Sturdy 

Strobel construction. EVA midsole 
with a rugged rubber tread outsole.

Men’s sizes 8–12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17 and 
18 in 4E; 8–12, 13, 14, 15, 16 in 6E.

DN5610 Monks robe $134.95
(See more Glastonbury styles on page 24.)

Dunham’s mid-height boot is made of 
waterproof materials that are seam-sealed 

to keep feet dry. With a padded collar 
and tongue, removable 

EVA footbed, shock 
absorbing midsole 
and a slip-resistant 

rubber outsole with 
R-Bar® technology 

for stability, it’s ready for 
the great outdoors! Men’s sizes 

8–12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18 
in 4E; 8–12, 13, 14, 15, 

16 in 6E.
DN3011 Tan $159.95

DN2167 Brown $159.95

1400DB 

membrane linings within its full-grain 

with stabilizing Rollbar

UP TO

WIDE
6E

absorbing midsole 
and a slip-resistant 

rubber outsole with 
R-Bar® technology 

for stability, it’s ready for 
the great outdoors! Men’s sizes 

8–12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18 

DN3011

DN3011 
DN2167 

DN2167

UP TO

WIDE
6E

DN5610
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Back in stock after a lengthy absence, Back in stock after a lengthy absence, the 1400DB isBack in stock after a lengthy absence, Back in stock after a lengthy absence, 

GREAT  OUTDOORS
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808

868

3768

Drew’s top-of-the-line “Rockford” boot
gets a new look with uppers of camo-colored 
nubuck. Made waterproof by a Thermolite®

membrane lining, it has added depth and 
dual insoles, so you can wear it with 
your own orthotics or adjust the 
fit to suit your preference. 
Oil-resistant non-
marking rubber 
outsole. Steel shank. 
Men’s sizes 8–13, 
14, 15 and 16 in both 
4E and 6E.
818 Black grained 
868 Brown grained
808 Camo nubuck $289.95

Waterproof – and with 
extra depth, too – Drew’s “Trek” boot and its “Canyon” 
companion oxford are real outdoorsmen! In addition to their 
waterproof uppers and linings, they are comfortably padded 
throughout and have dual removable inserts for 
customized fit. Durable, lightweight 
non-marking outsoles are slip- and 
oil-resistant. Tempered steel shank. 
Men’s sizes 7–13, 14, 15 and 
16 in 4E and 6E. 
3768 Brown oxford $229.95
9768 Brown boot $269.95
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9768

818

ALL THESE SHOES AREAREARE
UP TO

WIDE
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The wool “Loose Fit” sock from Extra Wide Sock 
Company is a relaxed fitting crew-length sock of
 72% soft, sustainable merino wool blended with

nylon and Spandex to stretch and stay 
up! Cushioned sole. Comfort toe seam.  

                          Made in U.S.A.
                           Sizes S 
                          (for men’s
                         shoe sizes 5–8), 
              M (for sizes 8½–11½),
                   L (for sizes 12–15) 
                    and XL (for sizes 
       15½-19). 
   XLF2 
    Black 
       or navy.
      2 pairs for $36.00 XLF2

The Vibram Arctic Grip AT 
all-terrain soles on the 

“Vercors” oxford and 
“Veymont” boot set them 

apart from Propét’s other hikers. 
An all-new compound and lug design 

improves both durability and traction on 
varied outdoor surfaces. Rugged nubuck 

and mesh uppers feature waterproof bootie 
construction and abrasion resistant rubber toe caps. 

High rebound Ortholite® X40™ insoles provide 
extra elasticity and comfort. Men’s sizes 8–12, 

13, 14, 15 and 16 in 3E and 5E widths.
POA022GRB Grey/blue boot

$144.95
 Grey/blue boot Grey/blue boot

POA022GUO Gunsmoke/orange 
boot $144.95

POA002GRB Grey/blue oxford $119.95
POA002GRO Grey/olive oxford $119.95  Grey/olive oxford 

                   L (for sizes 12–15) 
                    and XL (for sizes 
       15½-19). 

POA022GUO 

UP TO

WIDE
5E

The Vibram Arctic Grip AT 

apart from Propét’s other hikers. 
An all-new compound and lug design 

improves both durability and traction on 

                          
                           Sizes S 
                          (for men’s
                         shoe sizes 5–8), 
              M (for sizes 8½–11½),
                   L (for sizes 12–15) 
              M (for sizes 8½–11½),
                   L (for sizes 12–15) 

POA002GRB 

POA022GRB 

POA002GRO 

on all orders

$175
or more
USE CODE

FS1G175
SEE PAGE 63
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POA022GUO

POA002GRB
POA002GRO Grey/olive oxford 

    Black 
       or navy.
      2 pairs for

POA002GRO 
20

up! Cushioned sole. Comfort toe seam.  
Made in U.S.A.

                           Sizes S 
                          (for men’s
                         shoe sizes 5–8), 
              M (for sizes 8½–11½),
                   L (for sizes 12–15) 
                    and XL (for sizes 
       15½-19). 

       or navy.
2 pairs for $36.00 XLF2



Specifically designed 
to reduce the impact and 
complications 
often associated with 
diabetic neuropathy, the “Pioneer” hiking boot 
from I-Runner helps prevent blisters and calluses. 
Thoroughly padded throughout, it has an extra wide 
and deep toe box, bungie “lacings” and an 
adjustable strap closure, a traction rubber 
outsole, and it’s custom-insole 
friendly. Men’s sizes 8–12, 13, 
14, 15 in an EW(4E) width. 
(6E customers: we suggest 
you order 1/2 size larger.)
IR5702 Dark brown $139.95

UP TO

WIDE
6E

DN4305

   V751

Specifically designed 
to reduce the impact and 

 V753

friendly. Men’s sizes 8–12, 13, 
14, 15 in an EW(4E) width. 
(6E customers: we suggest (6E customers: we suggest 
you order 1/2 size larger.)

 Dark brown $139.95

to reduce the impact and to reduce the impact and IR5702

Tough enough for work, comfortable 
enough for play, Dunham’s “8000 
Blucher Ltd.” has full grain leather uppers, 
glove soft leather linings, a removable 
EVA footbed, R-Bar® stabilization 
technology, and a high performance 
outsole that meets ASTM F1677, 
Mark II slip-resistance 
standards in wet/dry conditions.
Men’s sizes 8-12, 13, 14, 
15, 16, 17, 18 in 4E; 9-12, 
13, 14, 15, 16 in 6E.
DN4305 Breen nubuck $139.95

The 
breathable 
uppers and linings 
of the Apex “Sierra” hiker keep 
feet dry and healthy. Flexible
at the toe and stable at heel, 
it has patented orthotics, 
adjustable PRS insoles and shock-
attenuating outsoles. Men’s sizes 6½–13, 
14 and 15 in super-wide XW. 
(6E customers: we suggest that 
you order ½ size larger.)
V751 Brown/black 
$149.95
V753 Grey/blue 
$149.95
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Lightweight, waterproof and built 
for comfort, the new “Luxor” boot 

from Nunn Bush has uppers of smooth 
and grained leathers lined throughout 
with foam-backed mesh. Removable 

EVA footbed with Comfort 
Gel heel cushion. Light-

weight EVA/rubber outsole. 
Men’s sizes 8–12, 13 in 3E 

and 8–11, 12, 13 in 5E.
8492 Charcoal $89.95

P ropét’s “Ridge Walkers” are 
economical waterproof outdoor 

footwear. Boot and oxford 
both have suede and mesh 

uppers padded at
 collar and 

tongue with 
a protective 

rubber toe 
bumper. 

Waterproof 
bootie construction. Light-

weight, cushioning EVA midsole 
with a high-traction rubber 

outsole. Men’s sizes 
8–12, 13, 14, 15 and 

16 in 3E and 5E. 

3598BR

3598GR

3598BK

tongue with 
a protective 

Waterproof 
bootie construction. Light-

3599BR

3598BR

UP TO

WIDE
5E

3598BK3598BK

8492

UP TO

WIDE
5E
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3598BK Black 
low-cut $89.95

3598BR Brown 
low-cut $89.95

3598GR Grey low-cut $89.95
3599BR Brown boot $94.95

https://www.wideshoes.com


 Tackle rugged terrain with
 style and comfort in 
Skechers’ roomy Relaxed Fit® hiking footwear. Both boot and 
oxford have waterproof seam sealed leather uppers with 
padded gusset tongue and durable synthetic 
overlays at toe and heel. Full-length Air Cooled 
Memory Foam comfort insoles. High traction 
lug outsole. 
64869KH “Relment Pelmo” 
khaki boot $84.95
Men’s sizes 6½–12, 13, 14, 15 
and 16 in Extra Wide 4E width.

The chukka boot version 
of Nunn Bush’s “Cam” 
moc toe casuals is light-
weight, flexible, and as 
comfortable as can be 
thanks to its full-length 
removable Memory Foam insole with 
Comfort Gel heel pod. The leather uppers 
are padded with foam and have soft 
fabric linings. Lightweight, flexible 
outsole. Men’s sizes 8–11, 12, 13, 
14 and 15 in 3E; 8–11, 12, 13 in 5E.
5007 Black grained leather 
$89.95
4835 Brown oiled 
leather $89.95

64869KH

Men’s sizes 6½–12, 13, 14, 15 
and 16 in Extra Wide 4E width.

66275CH

66275CH “Selmen Enago”
 brown low-cut $69.95

Men’s sizes 7–12, 13, 14 in 
Extra Wide 4E width.

4835

UP TO

WIDE
5E

5007
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The full grain waterproof 
leather uppers of Dunham’s 8000 
Mid Boot are seam-sealed to ward 

off wet weather. The lightweight 
EVA midsole and slip-resistant 

outsole (which meets ASTM 
F1677, Mark II wet/dry standards) 

are stabilized with  R-Bar ® technology. 
Removable EVA footbed. Men’s sizes 

8–12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17 and 18 in 
4E; 8–12, 13, 14, 15, 16 in 6E.

DN6853 Black $159.95

leather uppers leather uppers 
Mid Boot are seam-sealed to ward Mid Boot are seam-sealed to ward 

off wet weather. The lightweight 
EVA midsole and slip-resistant 

outsole (which meets ASTM 
F1677, Mark II wet/dry standards) F1677, Mark II wet/dry standards) 

are stabilized with  R-Bar are stabilized with  R-Bar 
Removable EVA footbed. Men’s sizes Removable EVA footbed. Men’s sizes 

8–12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17 and 18 in 8–12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17 and 18 in 

DN6247

DN5609

DN6245

UP TO

WIDE
6E

UP TO

WIDE
6E

DN6853
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DN6853DN6853DN6853

WEATHER  BEATERS!

The new “Glastonbury” collection 
of waterproof outdoor footwear 

embraces Dunham’s 135-year 
history of boot making while 

incorporating the best modern 
design features. Sleek leather 

uppers are seam-sealed for dryness 
and have eco-friendly recycled 

polyester linings to cool feet and control 
odor. Sturdy Strobel construction. EVA 

midsole with a rubber tread outsole 
suitable for almost any terrain. Men’s 

sizes 8–12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17 and 18 
in 4E; 8–12, 13, 14, 15, 16 in 6E.

DN6245 Black slip-on $129.95
DN5609 Brown slip-on 

$129.95
DN6247 Brown 

mid boot 
$144.95

https://www.wideshoes.com


8500SB

3188B3188B

 A shoe you can live 
 in, the Dunham 
“Midland” oxford is waterproof and slip-resistant – 
great for weekend wear – but its polishable leather 
uppers look sharp enough to wear to a 
business meeting. Shock absorbing 
athletic-shoe style EVA midsole 
with R-Bar® technology for stability. 
Men’s sizes 7–12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 
17, 18 in 4E; 8–12, 13, 
14, 15, 16 in 6E.
8500BK Black $139.95
8500SB Brown leather 
$139.95
DN3005 Brown 
oiled nubuck $139.95

Handsome and waterproof,
Propét’s popular “Cliff Walker” 

boots have supple leather uppers 
with convenient speed lacings, 

damp-defying Sealtex™ linings, 
cushioning EVA midsoles and durable 

rubber outsoles with self-cleaning 
tread. Men’s sizes 8–12, 13, 14, 
15 and 16 in 3E and 5E widths.

3188B Black grained $114.95
3188BRO

Bronco brown 
$114.95

3188BCH Brown 
“crazy horse” $114.95

8500BK

DN3005

“Midland” oxford is waterproof and slip-resistant – 

UP TO

WIDE
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cushioning EVA midsoles and durable cushioning EVA midsoles and durable cushioning EVA midsoles and durable 

3188BCH3188BCH

3188BRO

UP TO
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UP TO

WIDE
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Everyone loves Skechers 
Arch Fit shoes for their 

unique insole system providing 
podiatrist approved arch support. 
The Arch Fit “Banlin” slip-on is 

made of diamond pattern athletic 
mesh fabric with synthetic overlays 

added for durability. Lightweight and 
sporty, it has padded collar, soft 

fabric linings, well-cushioned 
midsole and a flexible rubber 
traction outsole. Men’s sizes 

6½–12, 13, 14, 15 and 16 
in Extra Wide 4E width.

232043CC Grey 
$74.95

232043BK Black 
$74.95

232043NV Navy 
$74.95

PAA032NG

UP TO

WIDE
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Everyone loves Skechers 

unique insole system providing 
podiatrist approved arch support. 
The Arch Fit “Banlin” slip-on is 

made of diamond pattern athletic 

fabric linings, well-cushioned 
midsole and a flexible rubber 
traction outsole. Men’s sizes 

232043NV

232043CC

232043BK

232043NV26

PAA032MG Good looks, great comfort:
Propét’s lightweight, supportive 
“Stability Fly” sport casual has 

forgiving uppers of grey precision 
knit mesh, brushed nylon linings, 

removable PU insole with 
cushioning gel heel pad, an 

EVA midsole with good arch 
support and hard-wearing 

rubber outsoles. Men’s sizes 
7-12, 13, 14, 15, 16 and 

17 in 3E & 5E.
PAA032MG

Grey $84.95
PAA032NG

Navy/grey 
$84.95  



PCX022TN

WIDE
E

PCX022TN

WIDEWIDE
E PCA043CH

PCA005BR

 You’re literally walking on a 
 cloud in Propet’s new “Kade” 
 and “Kenton” – a Duracloud®

midsole that you can actually see through cutouts in the rubber 
cup outsole. Accent stitching gives the leather and suede 
uppers a contemporary look. Padded collar, breathable 
fabric lining and removable high-density Open 
Cell foam insole add extra comfort. 
(The “Kenton” chukka has a 
convenient inside zipper, too!) 
Men’s sizes 8-12, 13, 14, 15, 
16, 17 and 18 in 3E & 5E.
PCA005BR Brown “
Kenton” hi-top $94.95
PCA043CH
Chocolate “Kade” 
strap shoe $84.95

4215

UP TO

WIDE
5E

Stylishly comfortable, Propét’s 
“Finn” two-eyelet suede plain-toe 
oxford has a highly flexible crepe-look 
rubber sole with cushioning layer of EVA 
plus a breathable, removable Open 
Cell foam insole to cushion 
and cool the foot. A great 
new summertime casual! 
Men’s sizes 8-12, 13, 14 
and 15 in 3E & 5E.
PCX022TN Tan $89.95

Totally casual, totally comfortable,
Nunn Bush’s “Cam” moc-toe oxford of sporty, supple 
“crazy horse” cowhide gives a favorite pattern a fresh 
look. Lightweight and flexible, it has a Comfort 
Gel heel pad imbedded in the removable 
Memory Foam insole as well 
as soft padded fabric linings, 
so it’s a joy to wear. Men’s 
sizes 8–12, 13, 14 in 3E 
and 8–11, 12, 13 in 5E.
4215 Brown $79.95 27



A new twist on the classic dessert 
boot, Propét’s “Findley” chukka has 
flexible suede uppers lined with soft 

plaid fabric, a removable open cell 
foam insole and durable, flexible traction 
outsole with added layer of EVA for extra 

cushioning. Men’s sizes 8–12, 13, 14 
and 15 in 3E and 5E.

PCX012ST Stone $94.95

Relaxed Fit® and featherweight 
uppers of soft suede and woven 

mesh make Skechers’
 “Superior Milford” 

a casual comfort loafer with a roomy fit. 
Memory Foam footbed for “instant 

comfort.” Extremely 
flexible rubber outsole. 
Lim ited stock in men’s 

sizes 6½–12 in Extra 
Wide 4E width.

64365BR Light brown
$59.95

The nubuck uppers of Propét’s “Cody” outdoor 
boot are treated with Scotchgard™ to resist wet 

weather. Speed lacings and padded collar 
and tongue offer convenience and 

comfort. A removable breath-
able open cell polyurethane 

Ortholite® insole moves 
moisture away from the foot, 

and an extra EVA spacer allows 
for total fit adjustment. Lightweight 
cushion EVA midsole with traction 

rubber outsole. Men’s 
sizes 8-12, 13, 14 and 

15 in 3E and 5E.
PBA002BK Black

$119.95
PBA002BR 

Brown $119.95

PCX012ST

PCX012ST

Relaxed Fit
uppers

PCX012ST

UP TO

WIDE
5E

64365BR 64365BR 

64365BR

moisture away from the foot, 
and an extra EVA spacer allows 

for total fit adjustment. Lightweight for total fit adjustment. Lightweight 
cushion EVA midsole with traction cushion EVA midsole with traction 

PBA002BK

PBA002BR

$59.95
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Dunahm’s 
all-weather 
“Battery Park” 
slip-on boasts 
stabilizing R-Bar® and 
athletic shoe grade EVA midsoles 
for shock absorption. Good-looking nubuck 
uppers seam sealed to repel water. Removable insert. 
Flexible, lightweight sole. 
Men’s sizes 8–12, 13, 14, 
15, 16, 17 and 18 in 4E; 
9–12, 13, 14, 15, 16 in 6E.
DN3007 Brown $139.95

 Skid-resistant 
 boat soles in a 
 practical brown 
color make this oiled leather deck shoe 
great for casual wear in any season. 
Cushioned sock linings are backed with 
foam for extra comfort. Iroquois 
last. Men’s sizes 7–12, 13 and 
14 in 3E, 5E and 6E.
2620  Brown   $104.95
Also: 2618 Brown with white sole
2616 Tan with tan sole

UP TO

WIDE
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8009SB

 and 
athletic shoe grade EVA midsoles 
for shock absorption. Good-looking nubuck 
uppers seam sealed to repel water. Removable insert. 

8009BK

DN6371Comfort is built 
 into Dunham’s 
8000 Blucher oxford. Full grain leather uppers 
have glove soft leather linings. Removable EVA 
footbed. The lightweight, slip-resistant outsole 
has R-Bar® for stability. Men’s 
sizes 8–12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17 
and 18 in 4E; 9–12, 13, 
14, 15, 16 in 6E.
DN6371 Black $139.95

Dual adjustable straps make the 
Dunham “Winslow” oxfords a breeze to 
slip into. They have polishable leather uppers, 
EVA rear and forefoot pads for cushioning, 
R-Bar® technology for stability and slip-resistant, 
non-marking outsoles. Men’s sizes 7–12, 13, 
14, 15, 16, 17 and 18 in 4E; 
8–12, 13, 14, 15, 16 in 6E.
8009BK Black $139.95    
8009SB Brown $139.95

15, 16, 17 and 18 in 4E; 
9–12, 13, 14, 15, 16 in 6E.

 $139.95

 Skid-resistant 
 boat soles in a 
 practical brown 

DN3007

Cushioned sock linings are backed with 
Iroquois 

Brown with white sole
2620

 Skid-resistant 
 boat soles
 practical brown 

UP TO

WIDE
6E
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Our classic 6E-wide Hitchcock 
boat shoes are built on our own 

dual-density deck sole with 
a cushioning polyurethane 

midsole and an oil- and 
slip-resistant rubber outsole. 

Leather uppers have full leather 
linings and grained leather sock 

linings. Iroquois last. Men’s 
sizes 7–12, 13 and 
14, 3E, 5E and 6E.

2608 Mahogany 
two-eyelet tie

$119.95
2626 Brown toggle-lace 

slip-on $119.95
2627 Brown double-gore 

slip-on
$119.95

Our classic 6E-wide Hitchcock 
boat shoes 

Leather uppers have full leather 
linings and grained leather sock 

2608

2626 
2626

2627

UP TO

WIDE
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412BR

410BR

Dunham’s waterproof leather boat mocs
have water-venting mesh sidewalls, a midsole drainage 
system to flush out water and a non-marking, 
traction-boosting rubber outsoles. R-Bar®

technology provides rearfoot 
stability. Fiberglass shank 
for solid arch support. 
Men’s sizes 7–12, 13, 
14, 15, 16, 17, 18 in 
4E; 9–12, 13, 14 in 6E.

412BR Brown gore 
slip-on $129.95

410BR Brown
$129.95

Also (shown online):
410TN Tan $129.95
DN145 Navy nubuck

$129.95
DN684 Grey multi

$129.95



The exceptional cushioning 
of Nunn Bush’s Memory Foam 
insert with Comfort Gel heel pad 
is built into the “Cam” moccasin-toe 
strap shoe. The milled leather 
uppers with self-securing closure 
have soft fabric linings 
generously padded with foam. 
Lightweight, flexible outsole. 
Men’s sizes 8–12, 13, 14, 15 in 
3E; 8–11, 12, 13 in 5E.
4814BK Black
$79.95
4814BR Brown
$79.95

 A joy to wear, 
Propét’s lightweight

 “Villager” casual of tumbled 
full-grain leather is strongly built 
and padded in all the important 
places. Removable anti-
microbial Ortholite® foam 
insole. Cushioning extra-
volume EVA outsole. Men’s 
sizes 7–12, 13, 14, 15, 
16 and 17 in 3E and 5E.
4070BK Black $98.95 

 Supremely lightweight,
 Propét’s “Grady” plain-toe 
chukka boot of handsome smooth leather has 
leather quarter linings, a removable insole 
of anti-microbial Ortholite® and a 
durable sponge rubber outsole 
with contrasting welt.
Men’s sizes 8–12, 13, 14 
and 15 in 3E and 5E.
PDX012TN 
Tan
$124.95
PDX012BK 
Black
$124.95

generously padded with foam. 

Men’s sizes 8–12, 13, 14, 15 in Men’s sizes 8–12, 13, 14, 15 in 

Brown

 A joy to wear, 
Propét’s lightweight

4814BK

4814BR

 foam 
insole. Cushioning extra-
volume EVA outsole. Men’s 

16 and 17 in 3E and 5E.
 $98.95 

4070BK

PDX012BK

leather quarter linings, a removable insole 
of anti-microbial Ortholite® and a 
durable sponge rubber outsole 

UP TO
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 Propét’s “Grady” plain-toe 

UP TO

WIDE
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full-grain leather is strongly built 

 A joy to wear,  A joy to wear, 

 Supremely lightweight,
 Propét’s “Grady” plain-toe 
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$124.95
PDX012BK 

$124.95
PDX012BK

PDX012TN



XM4

N on-constricting Extra 
Wide Medi-Socks
are specially 
designed with 
extra-wide foot 
and leg. Easy-care 
cotton-nylon blend. 
Made in U.S.A.
Sizes M (for men’s 
shoe sizes 8–11½) and 
L (for sizes 12–16).
XM4 Black, navy, tan, 
white 3 pairs for 27.00

Enjoy the easy comfort
of Florsheim’s “Lakeside” 

boat shoe with uppers of “crazy horse” cowhide, 
smoothly lined with Suedetec so soft the shoes 

can be worn without socks. Fully 
cushioned footbed. Rubber sole 

with gripping boat-style tread. 
Men’s sizes 7–11, 12, 13 and 
14 in 3E; 7–11, 12, 13 in 5E.

3157CH Stone $99.95

 Comfortable as can be, Florsheim’s 
“Lakeside” slip-on boat shoe has 

uppers of velvety nubuck and 
milled leather. Their sueded 

linings and footbed are so soft 
the shoes can be comfortably 

worn without socks. Gripping 
boat-style sole. Men’s sizes 7–11, 

12, 13 and 14 in 3E; 7–11, 12, 13 in 5E.
3158 Brown nubuck $99.95

The traditional 
look of a boat shoe and the built-in 

comfort of Propét walking technology 
are combined in the “Pomeroy” casual 

tie shoe with handsome nubuck uppers, 
smooth microfiber linings, cooling 

open cell foam footbed with 
optional EVA spacer, and a 
foot-cradling dual-density 
EVA outsole. Men’s sizes 

8–12, 13, 14, 15, 16 17 
and 18 in 3E and 5E.

PCA082TR Timber $99.95
PCA082NV Navy $99.95

smoothly lined with Suedetec so soft the shoes 
can be worn without socks. Fully 

cushioned footbed. Rubber sole 
with gripping boat-style tread. 

3157CH3157CH
UP TO

WIDE
5E

N on-constricting Extra 
Wide Medi-Socks

boat-style sole. Men’s sizes 7–11, 
12, 13 and 14 in 3E; 7–11, 12, 13 in 5E.12, 13 and 14 in 3E; 7–11, 12, 13 in 5E.

3158 

3158

The traditional 
look of a boat shoelook of a boat shoe and the built-in 

PCA082TR

foot-cradling dual-density foot-cradling dual-density 
EVA outsole.EVA outsole.

8–12, 13, 14, 15, 16 17 
and 18 in 3E and 5E.

PCA082TR PCA082TR 
PCA082NV PCA082NV PCA082NV

UP TO
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UP TO
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5E
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The “Loose Fit Stays 
Up” sock from Extra Wide Sock Company is made wider in foot, 

ankle and leg – a relaxed fitting crew sock specially designed to stay 
up! Cushioned Sole. Ring toe design for seam-free feel. Stretches to 

22 inches at the calf. Made in U.S.A. Sizes S (for men’s shoe 
sizes 5–8), M (for sizes 8½–11½), L (for sizes 12–15) 

and XL (for sizes 15½-19). 
XLF5 Black, white, tan or navy 3 pairs for $27.00

XLF5

Nunn Bush’s traditional 
“Cam” grained leather moc 
toe casuals are supremely 
flexible and lightweight, and 
they have a removable Memory 
Foam insole with Comfort 
Gel pad that cushions your 
heel through the longest day. 
Soft fabric linings of the milled 
leather uppers are generously 
padded with foam. 
Lightweight, flexible 
outsole. Men’s sizes 
8–11, 12, 13 in 3E and 
5E widths.
4007 Black tie $79.95
4222 Cognac tie $79.95
6007 Black slip-on
$79.95
6222 
Cognac 
slip-on
$79.95
8469 “Crazy 
horse” slip-on
$79.95 
horse” slip-on

they have a removable Memory 

Soft fabric linings of the milled 
leather uppers are generously 

6222

4222

4007

slip-on

“Crazy 
horse” slip-onhorse” slip-on

6222

6007
UP TO

WIDE
5E

The “Loose Fit Stays 
 from Extra Wide Sock Company is made wider in foot, 

ankle and leg – a relaxed fitting crew sock specially designed to stay 

8469

on all orders

$175
or more
USE CODE

FS1G175
SEE PAGE 63

84698469



8E

2675

2679

2654

2655

1226

Hitchcock’s own 
great-looking, practical casuals

have uppers of nubuck and leather with padded 
puff collar for comfort, genuine rawhide 

lacings and a good-looking 
newly developed TPR rubber 
sole with durable heel insert. 
Men’s sizes 7–12, 13 and 14 

in 3E, 5E and 6E; 7–12, 
13 in 8E.

2675 Olive/brown $119.95
2679 Black $119.95

Also: 2674  Light brown (shown online)

Substantial but light in weight, our 
three-eyelet Hitchcock moccasin 

has rugged hand-sewn 
oiled leather uppers and 
full leather linings, puff 

collar and a shallow 
lug sole. Mohawk last. 

Men’s sizes 5–12, 13 in 3E 
and 5E; 6–12, 13 in 6E; 7–12, 13 in 8E.

1226 Brown $129.95

Add the good looks of a classic penny loafer 
to the trim styling and practical sole 

of a deck shoe and you have 
our up-to-date slip-on with 

contrasting midsole and 
counter cushion. A genuine 

moccasin with hand-sewn vamp, 
it has a slip-resistant boat shoe 
style sole. Iroquois last. Men’s 

sizes 7–12, 13 and 14 in 3E, 
5E & 6E; 7–12, 13 in 8E.

2654 Tan $109.95
2655 Black $109.95
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1252

1253

3312

3311

3312

345

UP TO

8E
WIDE

UP TO

8E
WIDE

Up to 8E wide with the 
unbeatable comfort of a genuine 
hand-sewn moccasin is combined 
with a handy adjustable strap. 
Supple leather uppers, breathing 
fabric linings, longwearing 
polyurethane sole. Mohawk 
last. Men’s sizes 5–12, 
13 in 3E and 5E; 6–12, 13, 
6E; 7–12, 13 in 8E.
1252 Brown $119.95
1253 Black $119.95 

 An 8E-wide casual canvas loafer 
 exclusive to Hitchcock, our 
 lightweight navy canvas slip-on 
 has brown leather collar 
and keeper, leather linings and dual-
density sole construction 
with a cushioning, lasted-
in foam insole. Gum 
rubber traction outsole 
with herringbone tread. 
Yoshi last. Men’s sizes 7–12, 
13, 14, 15 in 4E, 6E and also 8E width.
345 Navy/brown $104.95

Tra ditional but totally up to date, our 
five-eyelet bucks have suede uppers, leather 
quarter linings, and a two-tone 
dual-density sole with shallow 
lug tread. Made on the extra-

depth Kent XD 
last with a removable deep-

cushion insole so they can take 
orthotics. Men’s sizes 7–12, 13 

and 14 in 3E, 5E and 6E; 
sizes 7–12 in 8E.

3312 Sand suede
$104.95

3311 Charcoal 
suede $104.95

https://www.wideshoes.com


OF2

 BioS oft™
 Diabetic Socks by Orthofeet
   in solid colors: wide, ultra 
      loose, extra roomy socks
              with soft moisture-
                wicking, anti-
      bacterial terry 
      padding underfoot. Sizes
M (men’s shoe size 6-81/2), L (shoe size 9-11½), 
XL (shoe size 12-15). Brown or black.
OF2 Three pairs for $36.00

(Podiatrists love Drew’s “Traveler” oxford
for its two removable foam footbeds, extended 
medial counter, foam-padded tongue and collar 

and lightweight flared polyurethane outsole 
with wide shank for stability. Men’s sizes 

7–12, 13, 14 in 4E; 7–12, 13 in 6E.
7359 Cognac nubuck $219.95

7314 Black grain $219.95
7359 

UP TO

WIDE
6E

SAS’s  classic 
“Move On” has sporty four-
eyelet leather uppers, TRIPAD® cushioning 
underfoot, removable Everbounce®

footbed and S-Motion Technology® that 
accentuates the ideal three-part walking motion. 
Diabetic approved. Made in U.S.A. Men’s sizes 

7–13 in 4E(WW) and 8–12, 6E(WWW).
2810BK Black grained $199.95

2810CH Chocolate $199.95

footbed and S-Motion Technology® that 

Another SAS favorite is “VTO” (Velcro 
Time Out), an added-depth dual strap shoe with 
removable cushion CoolStep™ footbed, venti=

lating perforated vamp and TRIPAD®

technology to support the foot at 
three main pressure points. Dia-
betic approved. Made in U.S.A.

Men’s sizes 6–13, 14, 15 in 
4E(WW) and 6–13 in 6E(WWW).

1620BK Black $199.95

7314

7359

   in solid colors: wide, ultra 
      loose, extra roomy socks
              with soft moisture-

      padding underfoot. Sizes
M (men’s shoe size 6-81/2), L (shoe size 9-11½), 

7314 Black grain
WIDEWIDEWIDE
6E

7314

SAS’s  classic 
“Move On” has sporty four-
eyelet leather uppers, TRIPAD® cushioning 

footbed and S-Motion Technology
accentuates the ideal three-part walking motion. 

2810BK

UP TO

WIDE
6E

technology to support the foot at 
three main pressure points. Dia-
betic approved. 

4E(WW) and 6–13 in 6E(WWW).

1620BK 7–13 in 4E(WW) and 8–12, 6E(WWW).

Another SAS favorite is “

2810CH
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2014

2083

2110BK
UP TO

WIDE
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OF510

OF410

 Every man needs plain-
 toe tie shoes: they’re so
  multi-useful! Drew’s 
smooth leather plain-toes look great and 
have all the Drew’s orthopedic features 
you count on: double added depth, 
dual removable insoles, high-
rebound EVA midsole, slip-
resistant rubber outsole with 
nylon shank and rocker bottom.
Men’s sizes 8–12, 13, 14, 15 
and 16 in 4E and 6E.
2014 Black $199.95
2083 Brandy $199.95

 A du ty shoe 
 from SAS, the 
 “Guardian” is a 
 sturdy worker of 
black water-resistant leather with moc toe 
stitching and an X-tra Grip™ slip-resistant 
non-marking sole. Made with TRIPAD®

comfort technology, and it’s diabetic approved. 
Made in U.S.A. Men’s sizes 6–13, 14 and 15 
in 4E(WW) and 6–13, 6E(WWW).
2110BK Black $199.95

Orthofeet’s  therapeutic 
oxfords come in a super XXW 6E width 
that will fit even wider feet if you 
remove the fitting spacers under the 
customized insole. Designed for 
people with diabetes, they are soft, 
padded and non-binding with 
seam-free linings and a cushioning 

ergonomic sole. Men’s sizes 
7–12, 13, 14, 15 in XW(4E) and XXW(6E).

OF410 Black D-ring tie $139.95
OF510 Black strap shoe $139.95
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 A du ty shoe 
 from SAS,
 “Guardian” is a 
 sturdy worker of 
black water-resistant leather with moc toe 

 A du ty shoe 
 from SAS,
 “Guardian” is a 
 sturdy worker of 

seam-free linings and a cushioning seam-free linings and a cushioning 
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Totally traditional, our hand-
sewn Hitchcock tassel loafers are 

genuine moccasins with unlined leather 
uppers. Their sturdy leather soles are 

overlaid with thin rubber half-
soles for traction, protection 

and longer life. Mohawk last. 
Men’s sizes 5–12, 13, 14 and 

15 in 3E and 5E; 6–12, 13, 
14, 15 in 6E; 

7–12, 13, 14 in 8E.
1247 Black $124.95

1248 Tan $124.95 
Also: 1246  Burgundy 

3381

3382

1240

A leather 
soled dress shoes with removable insoles, our extra-depth 
Kent XD plain-toe oxford has full-grain leather uppers, leather 
quarter linings, top-quality leather soles and rubber heels. 
Removable leather-topped polyurethane cushion inserts. 
Cement construction for flexibility. Men’s sizes 
7–12, 13, 14, 3E, 5E, 6E and also in 8E.
3381 Black $124.95
3382 Tan $124.95 

Classic beef roll 
loafers, Hitchcock’s 
hand-sewn dress 
moccasin have unlined leather 
uppers and high-quality full leather 
soles with durable rubber heels. Mohawk 
last. Men’s sizes 5–12, 13, 14 and 15 in 3E and 

5E widths; 6–12, 13, 14, 
15 in 6E; 7–12, 13, 14, 15 in 8E.

1240 Burgundy $124.95

soles for traction, protection 
and longer life. Mohawk last. 
Men’s sizes 5–12, 13, 14 and 

1248

1247

UP TO

8E
WIDE
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Our lightweight Hitchcock dress-casual 
slip-on has softie leather uppers lined 

with foam-backed leather, double 
elastic side gores, deeply cushioned

slip-on

1280

2693

2692

Our lightweight Hitchcock dress-casual 
slip-on has softie leather uppers lined 

Our lightweight Hitchcock dress-casual 
slip-on

215

210

211

Our versatile bow-tie slip-on has genuine 
hand-sewn vamps and ridged polyurethane sole 
and heel. It looks sharp, wears well, suits any 
occasion. Mohawk last. Men’s sizes 
5–12, 13, 14, 15 in 3E and 5E; 
6–12, 13, 14, 15 in 6E; 
7–12, 13, 14, 15 in 8E.
1280 Cognac $109.95

Wi  th glove-soft leather uppers as soft, our 
plain-front moccasins with hand-sewn vamps and 
full leather linings are super-comfortable loafers. 
Leather soles and rubber-tipped leather 
heels. Iroquois last. Men’s sizes 
7–12, 13, 14, 15 in 3E, 5E, 6E 
and also in 8E.
2693 Black $112.95
2692 Brown $112.95

Enjoy triple comfort in 
our plain-toe oxford with ultra 
soft leather uppers, extra depth 
for easy fit, removable cushion PU insole 
and the convenience of an adjustable strap 
closure. Flexible outsole.Kent XD last. Men’s 
sizes 7–12, 13, 14, 3E, 5E, 6E and also in 8E. 
215 Black $112.95
Also: 214 Cognac    216 Dark brown
                  (shown online)

leather sock linings 
and a super-flexible sole. 
California construction 
on the extra-depth Kent 
XD last. Men’s sizes 5–12, 13, 
14, 3E and 5E; 7–12, 13, 14, 6E.
211 Black $119.95 
210 Brown $119.95

XD last. Men’s sizes 5–12, 13, 

UP TO

WIDE
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CLASS IC STYL ING Footwear every 
man needs to have: find even more styles online 

at  wideshoes.com.

No footwear is more basic – 
or useful! – than a traditional plain-toe 

oxford. Ours come in black or burnished cognac 
leather with leather linings, lightweight leather soles 

and sturdy rubber heels. Windsor last. Men’s sizes 
5–12, 13, 14 and 15 for all widths, 3E through 6E.

1040 Black $129.95
1042 Cognac $129.95

The plain-toe bal that you 
have been asking for is style 

1045, a sophisticated black 
smooth leather dress shoe with the 

comfort of full leather linings, the classic look 
of lightweight leather soles and the practical 

durability of rubber heels. Windsor last. Men’s 
sizes 7–12, 13, 14, 15 in 3E, 4E, 5E and 6E.

1045 Black $129.95

An amazing leather-and-rubber
 outsole enables our cap-toe 
oxford to flex like a sneaker. 

Full leather linings and an 
anti-fungal, leather-covered 

Poron cushion insole 

Footwear every 
man needs to have: find even more styles online 

wideshoes.com.

No footwear is more basic – 
or useful! – than a traditional plain-toe or useful! 

oxford. Ours come in black or burnished cognac 
leather with leather linings, lightweight leather

or useful! 

1040

1042

UP TO

WIDE
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have been asking for

smooth leather dress shoe with the 
comfort of full leather linings, the classic look 

of lightweight leather

1045

 outsole
oxford to flex like a sneaker. 

anti-fungal, leather-covered 

181

161

Our patent leather oxford looks right – whether 
with a tuxedo or a uniform – and it has a leather 
sole that’s great for dancing. Leather 
quarter linings. Rubber heel. 
Kent last. Men’s sizes 7–12, 
13, 4E and 6E widths.
161 Black patent $116.95

add to your comfort. 
Kent last. Men’s sizes 5–12, 13, 14, 
15 in 3E and 5E; 7–12, 13, 14, 15 in 4E and 6E.
181 Black $116.95

UP TO

WIDE
6E
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Our perforation-trimmed 
wingtips with glossy leather 
uppers, full leather linings, high 
quality leather soles and practical 
rubber heels. Windsor last. Men’s sizes 
5–12, 13, 14 and 15 in 3E and 
5E; 6–12, 13, 14, 15 in 
6E width.
7046 Black $129.95
Also: 7045 Burgundy 
(shown online)

Our perforation-trimmed 
 with glossy leather 

uppers, full leather linings, high 
quality leather soles and practical 
rubber heels. Windsor last. Men’s sizes 
5–12, 13, 14 and 15 in 3E and 
5E; 6–12, 13, 14, 15 in 

 $129.95
Burgundy 

7046

8801

8805

3337

UP TO
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185

UP TO

WIDE
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Flo rsheim’s classic “Riva” moccasins 
are made of soft kid leather with leather 
linings and plush cushioning 
throughout. As soft and 
unstructured as slippers, they 
have free-flexing polyurethane 
soles. Men’s sizes 6–12, 13, 
14 in 3E and 5E.
8801 Black $119.95
8805 Burgundy
$119.95

Classic, elegant and multi-useful, our double-gore 
leather slip-ons have high quality leather soles and 

durable rubber heels. Made on the high-
instep Kent last. Men’s sizes 
5–12 and 13, 3E through 6E.

185 Black $118.95
Also: 186 Cognac 

(shown online)

Our super-comfortable long-wing oxford 
is made on the extra-depth Kent XD last with a 
removable leather-covered foam insert, leather 
quarter linings and a flexible, 
lightweight PU cushion out-
sole. Men’s sizes 7–12, 13 
and 14 in 3E, 5E and 6E.
3337 Black $109.95
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ONLY  THE  BEST  FOR  YOU!

on all orders

$175
or more
USE CODE

FS1G175
SEE PAGE 63

Highest quality materials and workmanship
set this superb calfskin tassel loafer

apart. It is made for us by 
Cheaney of England on a 
special last proportioned 

not to slip at the heel. 
Strong Goodyear welt 

construction with leather 
linings and sole, rubber heel. 

Free shoe bags. Kirby last. Men’s sizes 
5–12, 13, 3E and 5E; 7–12, 13, 6E.

1290 Black $349.95

special last proportioned 
not to slip at the heel. 

Strong Goodyear welt Strong Goodyear welt 
construction with leather 

linings and sole, rubber heel. 

1290

Free shoe bags. Kirby last. Men’s sizes 
5–12, 13, 3E and 5E; 7–12, 13, 6E.

1290 Black

linings and sole, rubber heel. 
Free shoe bags. Kirby last. Men’s sizes 

5–12, 13, 3E and 5E; 7–12, 13, 6E.
1290 979

976

955

UP TO

WIDE
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Our beautifully made Cheaney 
wingtip of satin-finish black calfskin 

with perforated detailing has full leather 
linings, extra-thick Goodyear welted

leather soles and rubber heels. Free cloth 
shoe bags with each pair. Deene last. 

Men’s sizes 7–12 and 13 
in 5E 

and 6E 
widths. 

955 
Black

$329.95

UP TO

WIDE
6E

WIDEWIDEWIDE
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Our meticulously made Cheaney 
calfskin oxfords are fully 

lined with comfort-
able breathing leather. 

Quality leather soles 
are Goodyear welted 

(so the shoes can easily 
be re-soled)  and 

have practical rubber 
heels. Each pair comes 

with protective shoe bags. 
Deene last. Men' sizes 

7–12, 13, 3E, 5E and 6E.
979 Black $329.95

976 Brown $329.95

https://www.wideshoes.com


 Made  to the highest 
 standards of British 
 shoemaking, our handsome 
 Cheaney dress boots are 
 superior in every detail. Side-zippered, 
leather-lined, with leather soles and rubber heels, they are 
made by genuine Goodyear welt construction on the 
roomy Exeter last. Men’s sizes 5–12, 13, 3E and 
5E widths; sizes 6–12, 13 in 6E.
1403 Black $369.95 1403

 Made  to the highest 
 standards of British 
 shoemaking, 
 Cheaney dress boots are 
 superior in every detail. Side-zippered, 

UP TO
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3763BK

3315

3314

UP TO

E

UP TO
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The trim SAS “Step” is a 
classic slip-on, solidly built with 
handsome black leather uppers with 
stretchable elastic gores, a suede-wrapped 
cushion collar, the extra comfort of full leather 
linings, a leather covered Everbounce™
footbed and a durable polyurethane 
outsole. Made in U.S.A. Men’s sizes 
6–13 in 4E(WW) and 6E(WWW).
3763BK Black $244.95

wear. Surprisingly light 
in weight, it has a removable 
leather-topped pillow insole and a thin 
but durable leather and TPR outsole 
that flexes freely with your foot. 
Extra-depth Kent XD last. Men’s 
sizes 7–12, 13 and 14 in 3E, 
5E and 6E widths.
3314 Brown
$139.95
3315 Black $139.95

The sp orty Hitchcock cap toe 
    chukka boot of elegant mestizo 
               leather has a dressy look 

with comfort features that make
it great for all sorts of casual 

43



Our super-comfortable Kent-flex 
     oxfords have deeply padded 
       leather linings and a super 
          flexible sole that bends with 
                     your foot as you walk. 

Extra-depth Kent XD last. 
199 Black smooth $116.95
Men’s sizes 5–12, 13, 14 in 
3E, 5E; 7–12, 13, 14 in 6E.

194 Armagnac nubuck
$119.95

Men’s sizes 7–12, 13, 
14 in 3E, 5E & 6E.

If you love the comfort of
 rubber soles but want to look 

“businesslike,” our soft, padded 
Windsor-flex plain-toes are for 

you. Supremely lightweight 
and comfortable polyurethane 

soles flex freely underfoot. 
Men’s sizes 5–12 and 
13, 3E and 5E; 7–12 

and 13, 4E and 6E.
7001 Black

$114.95

Men’s sizes 5–12, 13, 14 in 
3E, 5E; 7–12, 13, 14 in 6E.

199

UP TO

WIDE
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14 in 3E, 5E & 6E.

If you love the comfort of
 rubber soles

Our super-comfortable Kent-flex 

194

 rubber soles
“businesslike,” our soft, padded 
Windsor-flex plain-toes are for 

you. Supremely lightweight 
and comfortable polyurethane 

soles flex freely underfoot. soles flex freely underfoot. 
Men’s sizes 5–12 and 
13, 3E and 5E; 7–12 13, 3E and 5E; 7–12 

If you love the comfort of
 rubber soles7001

2137CG

2138BK

UP TO
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Handsome and 
supremely comfortable,

Florsheim’s smooth leather “Midtown” styles
 are lined with softly padded Suedetec and have 

a leather-topped footbed cushioned with 
Ortholite® high-rebound foam. 

Damp-defying Comfortech 
rubber sole. Men’s sizes 

7–11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 
in 3E; 8–11, 
12, 13 in 5E.

2138BK
Black tie $114.95

Also: 2138CG
Cognac tie

2137CG  Cognac 
slip-on $114.95

Also: 2137BK Black slip-on44



Contemporary styling and removable leather-topped cushion insoles 
make our extra-depth dress casual oxford something special. It has 
foot-flattering sidewalls, pintuck vamp stitching and flexible PU soles. 
Kent XD last.
Men’s sizes 
7–12, 13 and 
14 in 3E, 5E 
and 6E.
3301
Black
$108.95

Built for comfort, Nunn Bush’s plain-toe 
oxford is supremely lightweight with 
handsome leather uppers, soft fabric linings, 
removable Memory Foam insole 
with Comfort Gel heel pad and 
a flexible outsole. Men’s sizes 
7½–11, 12, 13, 14 in 3E; 
8–11, 12, 13, 14 in 5E.
4715 Black $84.95

3301

Contemporary styling and removable leather-topped cushion insoles 

removable Memory Foam insole 
with Comfort Gel heel pad and 

4715

UP TO
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7048
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Sharp looking, great fitting, 
our Windsor last dress-casual bal oxford has 
supple grained leather uppers with a contrasting saddle. 
Full leather linings and padded insole. Goodyear 
welt construction. Weatherproof ridged PU 
sole. Windsor last. Men’s sizes 5–12, 
13, 14 and 15 in 3E and 5E; 6–12, 
13, 14, 15 in 6E width.
7048 Brown $129.95
Also: 7049 Black

150

151

Sturdy 
water-repelling oiled-leather 
oxfords with all-round stormwelt have soles of  lightweight, 
longwearing polyurethane. On our high-coned Madison last: 
great for high insteps! Men’s sizes 5–12 and 13, 14, 15, 3E

and 5E; 6–12, 13, 14, 15 in 6E.
150 Brown $116.95 
151 Black $116.95

UP TO

WIDE
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EXTRA DEPTH FOOTWEAR
Subtly sophisticated, Drew’s “Trevino” chukka

 has all the comfort you want in a knock-about 
casual. Double added depth with 

two removable footbeds insole 
system lets you insert orthotics 

or adjust for a customized fit. The 
boot is lined with leather and anti-

microbial Dri-Lex®, has a steel 
shank and shock-absorbing 

polyurethane sole with rocker 
bottom. Men’s sizes 7–12, 13, 

14, 15 and 16 in 4E and 6E. 
2061 Black $209.95

2066 Brown $209.95

The flexible “Toledo II” casuals 
from Drew are made with the 

Plus Fitting System’s two 
removable footbeds, enabling you to 

adjust fit or accommodate custom 
orthotics. The smooth leather 

uppers have leather quarter linings 
and soft foam-padded tongue 
and collar. The sporty outsole 

has a wide steel shank for 
stability. Men’s sizes 7–12, 

13, 14, 15 and 16 in 4E and 6E. 
4020BK Black  $189.95

4020BR Brandy $189.95

Drew’s “Bexley II” orthopedic slip-on has
 handsome pebbled leather uppers and a 

sportier stitched-on cushion out-sole. 
With its two removable foot-beds, you 

can customize fit or make 
room for orthotics. Leather 

quarter linings. Padded 
tongue and collar. Wide 

steel shank for added 
stability. Men’s sizes 
7–12, 13, 14, 15 and 

16 in 4E and 6E. 
4300BK Black $189.95

4300BR Brown $189.95

boot is lined with leather and anti-

bottom. Men’s sizes 7–12, 13, 
14, 15 and 16 in 4E and 6E. 

The flexible “Toledo II” casuals 

2061

2066

stability. Men’s sizes 7–12, 
13, 14, 15 and 16 in 4E and 6E. 

4020BK
4020BR 

Drew’s “Bexley II” orthopedic slip-on 

4020BR

4020BK

4300BK 
4300BR 

4300BK

4300BR

room for orthotics. Leather 
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You don’t have to have problem feet to appreciate 
all the great orthopedic features of Drew’s double-
depth boots. Made with two removable insoles for fit 
adjustability, they have deep oblique toes, extended 
medial heel stabilizer, steel shank, and lightweight 
shock-absorbing PU outsoles. Men’s sizes 7–12, 13, 
14, 15 and 16 in 4E and 6E. 
5914 “Big Easy”  black strap   
$209.95
5968 “Big Easy”  brown strap
$209.95
7814 “Tucson” 
black tie
$209.95

                                         Our exclusive 
                                             Hitchcock 6E-wide side-zip boot looks dressy but has a practical, 
                                             weather-resistant rubber sole. Its supple leather uppers have full leather 
 linings and  it is made on the extra-depth Kent XD last 
  with a removable polyurethane cushion insole.
   Flexible Bond-welt cement construction.
     Men’s sizes 7–12, 13 
      and 14 in 3E, 5E and 6E.
          3371 Black $149.95
    3372 Brown $149.95

7814

5914

5968

THESETHESE STYLESSTYLES AREAREAREARE
UP TO

6E

3371

Brown $149.95Brown $149.95Brown

3372

                                         Our

https://www.wideshoes.com


Propét’s stretchable PED 
shoe has a nylon upper as 

forgiving as a pair of socks. 
Two removable insoles allow 

for custom fit adjustment or 
accommodate orthotics. 

Lightweight PU outsoles. Men’s sizes 
8–12, 13, 14 and 15 in 3E and 5E.

PED3 Black $104.95

Enjoy the easy comfort of Propét’s 
stretchable “Cush’n Foot” with 

forgiving nylon uppers and 
extra-large hook-and-loop strap, 

which secures snugly without 
pinching. Removable terrycloth 

insole. Flexible PU outsole 
for indoor or outdoor wear. 

Men's sizes 7–12, 13, 14, 
15 and 16 in 3E and 5E.

P202B Black $69.95 
P202S Slate $69.95

8599

512

Two removable insoles allow 
for custom fit adjustment or 

Lightweight PU outsoles. Men’s sizes 
8–12, 13, 14 and 15 in 3E and 5E.

PED3

P202B

P202S

stretchable “Cush’n Foot” with 

extra-large hook-and-loop strap, 

pinching. Removable terrycloth 

for indoor or outdoor wear. 
Men's sizes 7–12, 13, 14, 

P202B
P202S

UP TO

WIDE
6E

UP TO

With an accommodating 
mesh upper that stretches where you need it to, 

Drew’s new “Official” strap shoe strikes the balance 
between unstructured comfort and orthopedic 

support. Double added depth with dual 
removable footbeds. High rebound 
EVA midsole. Slip-resistant rubber 

outsole. Men’s sizes 7–12, 13, 
14, 15 and 16 in 4E and 6E. 

512 Black $149.95
 The vamp and tongue of Drew’s 
“Journey II” oxford are easy fitting 
stretch nylon. Double added depth 
with dual removable insoles to adjust fit 
or add orthotics. PU rocker outsole with 
wide steel shank for stability. Men’s 
sizes 7–12, 13, 14, 15 and 
16 in 4E and 6E.
8599 Black $189.95
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519

B5000

600MXL

MX600

WIDE
6E

 It l ooks like 
 a regular 
 sneaker, but 
Drew’s “Strength” athletic mesh 
casual opens up all the way with 
broad Velcro® tabs to allow for 
easy access. Dual removable 
footbeds provide maximum fit 
adjustment and accommodate 
orthotics. Padded tongue and collar. 
Dri-Lex® odor-control linings. Steel 
shank. EVA midsole. Durable rubber 
outsole with rocker bottom. 
Men’s sizes 7–12, 13, 14, 
15 and 16 in 4E and 6E. 
519 Black $178.95

You’ll just flip for the 
Apex biomechanical oxford!
It opens all the way to the toe for 
easy access and has soft moisture-
wicking fabric linings, Anti-
Shox® footbed and 
SmartGrip™ PU sole. Men’s 
sizes 6½–13, 14, 15, 16 in 4E 
with ½" hidden depth in three removable 
layers for greater fit adjustment.
B5000 Black $158.95

Designed for those with 
diabetes and arthritis, Pedors’ 
6E-wide black comfort shoes 
come two ways: an open-back 
slide with a single adjustable 
instep strap or a closed-back 
plain-toe with dual 

straps. Both can benefit 
those with corns, bunions, hammer 

toes, edema or poor circulation. 
Seamless Neoprene upper stretches 

to accommodate most foot 
problems. Removable insole 

allows for orthotics. Men’s 
sizes 5 to 13, 14, 15 in 6E only. 

600MXL Open back $130.95
MX600 Dual strap $141.95
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on all orders

$175
or more
USE CODE

FS1G175
SEE PAGE 63

Call them slippers 
or call them “driving shoes,” but 
either way you will love the comfort and 
versatility of our hand-sewn moccasins of 
pliable nubuck. Lined with padded fabric, 
they have a three-quarter length leather sock 

lining and sure gripping driving 
sole and heel. Iroquois last. Men’s 

whole sizes 7 to 15 in 3E, 
5E and 6E widths.

2632 Tan $99.95

2638

49424942

on all orderson all orders

$$175175175
or moreor moreor more

4942BR

WIDE
6E

           Our longwearing 
                moose hide slipper is supremely 

soft and comfortable. Made for Hitchcock 
in Canada, it has foam-cushioned 

linings of handsome plaid fabric. The 
EVA sole wears well and can even 

venture outside. Men’s whole sizes 5 to 
15 in 3E, 5E; 7 to 15 in 6E.

4942 Tan $109.95 
4942BR Dark brown
$109.95 

Call them slippers 
or call them “driving shoes,” but 
either way you will love the comfort and 

lining and sure gripping driving 
sole and heel. Iroquois last. Men’s 

2632

whole sizes 7 to 15 in 3E, 

 Our popular Iroquois-
 last slipper comes 
 in widths to 
 8E and sizes 
 to 20.
A genuine hand-sewn moccasin 
of grained leather, it has a 
sueded leather outsole 
cushioned with a luxurious 
layer of foam. Leather sock 

lining and 
rawhide 

laces. 
Men’s 

whole sizes 7–15 in 
3E, 5E and 6E, plus 

whole sizes 16–20 in 5E. 
Whole sizes 7–15 

in 8E.
2638 

Dark brown
$94.95
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           Our longwearing            Our longwearing 
                moose hide slipper                 moose hide slipper is supremely 

soft and comfortable. Made for Hitchcock soft and comfortable. Made for Hitchcock 

           Our longwearing            Our longwearing            Our longwearing 
is supremely 

OUR OWN EXTRA–WIDE SLIPPERS



       ALL THESE
UP TO

WIDE
6E

     SLIPPERS ARE  

A  special sort of slipper made 
for Hitchcock by our favorite 
Canadian maker is this backless 
scuff of soft grained leather with 
foam-baced plush plaid 
lining and footbed. 
Men’s whole sizes 
7 to 15, 3E, 
5E and 6E.
4013 Brown
$69.95 

44

4940

4013

UP TO

With a warm, fleecy pile lining and a 
treaded sole that enables you to safely 
step outside, our new grey plaid fabric slipper 
is just the thing for chilly mornings or cozy 
evenings by the fire. Made on 
the extra-depth KentXD last 
for extra roominess. 
Men’s whole sizes 5 to 
14 in 3E and 5E; whole 
sizes 7 to 14 in 6E.
197 Grey plaid $89.95

Great to slip into
at the end of the 
day, the soft-sole 
Hitchcock house slipper 
of pliable, well-cushioned 
leather has a padded suede 
sole is hand turned especially 
for us in a fine Canadian 
factory. Men’s sizes 5–11, 
12, 13, 14 and 15 in 3E 
and 5E; whole sizes 
7 to 15 in 6E. 
44 Wood brown $99.95

Our Hitchcock deerskin scuff has linings 
of soft, comfortable Minktex® and a 

firm lightweight rubber sole. 
Made in Canada just 

for Hitchcock. Men’s 
whole sizes 5 to 15 in 

3E and 5E; 7 to 
15 in 6E.

4940 
Black

$79.95UP TO

WIDE
6E

197
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The plaid fabric uppers of the Foamtreads 
“Jacob” house slipper have cozy 

brushed tricot linings that are 
well padded with foam. 
The removable cushion 

insole has ¼" foam 
footbed covered with 

terrycloth so they are super 
comfortable without socks. 

Cupped rubber outsole 
offers good traction. Men’s 

whole sizes 7 to 14 in an 
extra wide 4E width.

1009 Blue/grey plaid
$62.95

1010 
Red/black 

plaid
$62.95

2121B

4212B UP TO

WIDE
5E

The plaid fabric uppers 
“Jacob” house slipper

brushed tricot linings that are 

terrycloth so they are super 

1009

terrycloth so they are super 
comfortable without socks. 

Cupped rubber outsole 
offers good traction.

whole sizes 7 to 14 in an 
extra wide 4E width.

1009 

terrycloth so they are super 
comfortable without socks. 1010

WIDE
4E

Wrap your feet in the warmth of sheepskin! 
Old Friend® Footwear’s adjustable strap slipper 

fits snugly and has plush shearling linings and mid-
sole for unbeatable comfort on cold winter 

nights. Removable sheepskin insole. 
Flexible bull’s-eye tread outsole. 

Men’s whole 8 to 16 in 
W(3E) and 9 to 
14 in XW(5E).

2121B Chestnut
$94.95

Old Friend® 

Footwear has 
updated a favorite 
slipper: the “Loafer 

Moc” now comes 
in a richer chestnut 

suede and has 
genuine rawhide 

lacings. Hand-stitched 
with plush removable 

shearling insole and linings, it 
still has extra cushioning in the midsole 

and a flexible outsole with bull’s-eye tread for 
secure footing. Men’s whole 8 to 16 in 

W(3E) and 9 to 14 in XW(5E).
4212B Chestnut $86.95
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WIDE
5E

The Foamtreads 
draft-fighting blanket-cloth slippers open 
up to accommodate even swollen feet. Adjustable 
hook-and-loop closures hold securely for a 
“custom fit.” Non-marking rubber 
traction outsoles. Brushed fabric 
or warm pile linings. Men’s 
whole sizes 7 to 15 in 
XW (4E) width. 
1013 Charcoal wrap-
around   $62.95
1011 Grey with warm 
pile lining $64.95

PXA003CAPXA003CA

UP TO

5E
UP TO

5E

The Foamtreads 
draft-fighting blanket-cloth slippers open 
up to accommodate even swollen feet. Adjustable 

1011

1013

1301 The soft wooly 
 uppers of 
 the new 
Ciabatta’s “Paul” house slipper 
are generously padded with foam, 
as is the smooth fabric-
covered insole. With a 
cushioning EVA midsole 
and a thin, sure-step 
rubber outsole, this is a 
warm slipper you can really 
sink your feet into! Men’s whole 
sizes 8 to 13 in an Extra Wide 5E width.
1301 Grey pattern $69.95

The pile-lined version of Propét easy-
fitting hook-and-loop wide strap slipper
will keep you warm all winter with suede 
uppers and fleecy synthetic linings. 
The cushioning insole is 
removable. The flexible 
polyurethane soles allow 
you to step outdoors. 
Men's sizes 8–12, 13, 14 
and 15 in 3E and 5E.
PXA003CA Camel $79.95
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WARM, FLEECY SLIPPERS!

on all orders

$175
or more
USE CODE

FS1G175
SEE PAGE 63

     Cozy wool pile 
                linings 
 make our
  soft-sole 

moccasin slippers the answer 
to cold winter evenings. With 

hand-sewn leather uppers and a s
ueded leather outsole cushioned with a 
deep layer of foam, they come in four 

widths out to 8E! Rawhide lacings. 
Iroquois last. Men’s whole sizes 

7 to 15 in 3E, 5E, 6E and 8E!
2636 Camel 

nubuck $99.95
2646 Waxy brown 

leather
$106.95

WARM,WARM, FLEECYFLEECY SLIPPERS!SLIPPERS!
     Cozy wool pile      Cozy wool pile 
                linings 
 make our
  soft-sole 

moccasin slippers

2636

moccasin slippers
to cold winter evenings.

hand-sewn leather uppers and a s
ueded leather outsole cushioned with a 
deep layer of foam, they come in four 

widths out to 8E! Rawhide lacings. 
Iroquois last. Men’s whole sizes 

7 to 15 in 3E, 5E, 6E and 8E!

2646 

$106.95

moccasin slippers
to cold winter evenings.

hand-sewn leather uppers and a s
ueded leather outsole cushioned with a 
deep layer of foam, they come in four 2646

4943

4943DB

UP TO

WIDE
6E

The luxurious 
insulating power of genuine 
sheepskin makes these high-quality slippers 
from Canada natural foot warmers. You’ll be 
amazed how soft and comfortable the deep 

     fleece lining feels. The EVA 
sole wears well and can even 

venture outside. Men’s whole sizes 
5 to 15 in 3E and 5E; 7 to 15 in 6E.

4943 Golden tan $129.95
4943DB Dark brown $129.95
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7105

4710

2660

1213
UP TO

WIDE
6E

 The new “Relax” clog 
 slipper from Drew couples

the easy comfort of a forgiving 
knit upper and silky brushed linings with the 
support and adjustability of dual removable 
footbeds. High rebound EVA insole 
and midsole reduce leg fatigue. 
Rubber rocker outsole with 
built-in nylon shank is slip-
resistant. Men’s sizes 8–12, 
13, 14, 15, and 16 in 4E and 6E.
7105 Grey $129.95

 Just for relaxing: that’s 
 Dr ew’s easy-going “Palmer” 
 microsuede slide with warming 
pile lining, double added depth with a remov-
able contoured polyurethane footbed 
and additional spacer for fit 
adjustment, tempered steel 
shank and a lightweight PU 
outsole with rocker bottom. 
Men’s sizes 7–12, 13, 14, 15 
and 16 in 4E and 6E widths.
4710 Camel $159.95

  Slide into the cozy comfort of our 
  mocha nubuck clog-style slide 
  slipper with fleecy 
  man-made 
pile linings. Highly flexible 
cushion outsole. Iroquois last. 
Men’s whole sizes 6 to 15 in 
3E, 5E and 6E.
2660 Mocha $82.95

  Our own genuine 
  shearling moccasin 
  slippers from 
  Canada 
are wonderfully warm and soft 
and have suede leather outsoles 
topped with a protective 
two-part driving-shoe-style 
rubber sole. Men’s whole 
sizes 6 to 15 in widths 
3E, 5E and 6E.
1213 Cork/tan $99.95 

  Our own genuine 
  shearling moccasin 
  slippers from 
  Canada 
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BACK AT WORK!

   Extra 
   Wide Sock 
    Company’s 
     marled wool “Loose Fit” sock is made of a soft merino blend that 
     stretches and stays up! Cushioned sole. Comfort toe seam. U.S.A. Sizes 
      S (for men’s shoe sizes 5–8), M (8½–11½), L (12–15) and XL (15½-19).
       XLF3 Black, brown or navy. 2 pairs for $36.00

XLF3

   Introducing the new Hitchcock 
     extra-depth work boots! Built on our

own KentXD last with removable EVA cushion insoles, our 
      sturdy new workers come in two heights, both with supple

 full-grain leather uppers, well-padded 
collars, breathable fabric linings and 

                      oil-resistant outsoles 
                   with solid 
   steel shanks. 

      sturdy new workers come in two heights, both with supple

UP TO

WIDE
6E

collars, breathable fabric linings and 
                      oil-resistant outsoles 
                   with solid 
   steel shanks. 

                      oil-resistant outsoles 

WIDEWIDE
6

   Extra 
   Wide Sock 
    Company’s 

sock is made of a soft merino blend that 
U.S.A. Sizes 

XLF3

3483

3482  Our tough oiled leather work 
  oxfords have oil-resistant treaded 
          soles suitable for all sorts of 
          jobs. Built on the 

extra depth Kentfield last with 
padded collar, full leather lining, 

lasted-in foam footbed and 
all-around stormwelt. 

Made in 3E, 5E and 6E 
in sizes indicated.

3482  Brown  $139.95
Men’s sizes 6–12, 13 and 14.

3483  Black   $139.95
Men’s sizes 5–12, 13 and 14.       

UP TO

WIDE
6E

3430

3437

The six-inch boot has 
grained uppers and a ridged wedge sole while the eight-inch boot 
is made of smooth leather and has a shallow lug outsole. Men’s 
sizes 5–12, 13, 14, 15 in 3E and 5E; 6–12, 13, 
14, 15 in 6E.
3430 Brown grain 6-inch $169.95
3437 Brown smooth 8-inch $179.95
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The  10-inch Hitchcock Shock 
Absorber™ Wellington boot has sturdy 
oiled leather uppers with comfortable 
tricot linings and a full-length side-zipper 
for easy access. The non-marking, 
shock-absorbing sole is oil-resistant. 
Altoona last. Made in U.S.A. 
Limited stock in many men’s 
sizes from 6 to 13 in 3E and 
5E; call or check online 
for current availability.
  487 Black 
         $219.95

Our handsome Hitchcock safety boot of full-grain oil-finished 
leather has a roomy oblique toe shape, moisture-control 
linings and Shock Absorber™ soles. Compression and 
EH rated under ASTM F2413-18. Highland last. 
Made in U.S.A. Limited stock in most men’s sizes 
6–11, 12, 13, 14 and 15 in 3E, 5E and 6E.
730 Brown $209.95

UP TO

WIDE
6E

730

MEETING 75-LB. ASTM STANDARD FOR STEEL TOE CAPS

MORE SAFETY 
TOE STYLES

online at
WIDESHOES.COM

WIDE
5E

PAU012GB

487

UP TO

WIDE
5E

Waterproof, uppers composite toe, 
slip-resistant toe: Propét’s “Seeley II” 
safety oxford has a tough mesh 
and leather upper with reinforced 
toe and heel, embedded 
puncture resistant midsole, 
ASTM-rated toe cap., 
removable open cell 
foam footbed and a slip-
resistant rubber outsole. 
Men’s sizes 8–12, 13, 14, 
15 and 16 in 5E only.
PAU012GB Grey/black $99.95 57
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Dunham’s 8000-series insulated 8"
work boot has an inner side zipper for 

extra-easy access. Seam-sealed with waterproof 
membrane, it is insulated with 400-gram Thinsulate™. 

The rugged leather and synthetic upper is 
well-padded and tough toe and heel 

bumpers for durability. The oil-resistant, 
slip-resistant treaded outsole is reinforced 

with stabilizing R-Bar™. Men’s 
sizes 7–12, 13, 14, 15, 16 

and 17 in 4E; 8–12, 13, 14, 
15 and 16 in 6E. 

DN2324 Black/Grey 
$189.95

Dunham’s new 8000 Works 
six-inch and eight-inch soft-toe 

boots have rugged leather and synthetic 
uppers that are seam-sealed with waterproof 
membrane, removable dual density footbeds 

and cushioned EVA mid-soles. The 
oil-resistant treaded outsoles are 

slip-resistant, too (meeting ASTM 
F1677, Mark II wet/dry 

standards) and are 
reinforced with 

stabilizing R-Bar™. 
Nylon shank. Men’s sizes 

7–12, 13, 14, 15, 16 
and 17 in 4E; 8–12, 

13, 14, 15 and 16 in 6E. 
DN2326 8-inch boot $189.95
DN2327 6-inch boot $169.95

See even 
more 

wide work 
footwear 
online at

WIDESHOES.COM

DN2324

UP TO

WIDE
6E

DN2327

DN2326

DN2324DN2324

UP TO

WIDE
6E
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Dunham’s new 8000 Works Dunham’s new 8000 Works 

WORKMATES!
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Wolverine, renowned maker of work boots, builds this rugged full-grain 
leather worker with breathing fabric linings, well-padded collar and tongue, 
removable full-cushion insert, shock-absorbing polyurethane midsole 
and slip- and oil-resistant rubber lug outsole. Flexible cemented 
construction. Imported. Men’s sizes 
7–12, 13, 14 and 15 in 4E width.
4906 Brown $129.95

Tough enough for work, good looking 
enough for casual wear, the Avenger pull-
on Wellington soft-toe boot has a 10-inch 

full-grain leather upper made with waterproof 
membrane construction. It features comfortably padded fabric 

linings, supportive heel guard and a heat-, oil- and 
slip-resistant nitrile rubber outsole. Men’s sizes 

7–12, 13, 14 and 15 in 6E width only.
7676 Brown $142.95

WIDE
4E

4906

7676

full-grain leather upper made with waterproof 
membrane construction. It features comfortably padded fabric 

WIDE
6E

SLIP RESISTANT

4762

UP TO

WIDE
6E

DN9715

Dunham makes two 
excellent slip-resistant 
service shoes. The “Battery Park” 
slip-on and the “8000Service 
Plaintoe” both have polishable 
waterproof seam-sealed leather 
uppers, moisture-wicking Dri-Lex®

linings, removable cushion insole and 
athletic shoe style EVA midsole for shock 
absorption. But it’s the slip-resistant 
outsole (rated for wet, dry and 
oily conditions under ASTM 
F2913-11) that you’ll 
appreciate most. Men’s 
sizes 8–12, 13, 14, 
15, 16, 17 and 18 in 4E; 
8–12, 13, 14, 15, 16 in 6E.
4762 Black slip-on $129.95
DN9715 Black tie $129.95 59



SALE

7645

UP TO

WIDE
6E

60414
61113

UP TO

WIDE
6E

The soft-toe “Eric” boot from Hoss Boot 
Company has full-grain leather uppers with 

a conventional work boot toe cap 
and an abrasion-resistant toe 

bumper. It has plenty of toe room 
and a soft contoured foam insert 

atop a rebound midsole. Slip-
resistant rubber sole. Men’s sizes 

7–12, 13, 14 in 4E; sizes 7–12, 
13, 14, 15, 16 and 17 in 6E.

6207 “Eric Hi”
soft-toe boot $119.95

Limited stock in 
men’s sizes 8–11, 
12, 13, 14, 15, 16 

in 6E only. Call or check 
online for current availability.

61113 Black Originally $119.95;
while they last, ONLY $99.95!

The tough “Hammer” 6-inch soft-toe work boot
 from Avenger has a full grain leather upper with 

waterproof membrane, flex welt construction, 
puncture resistant Lenzi® plate, removable double 

cushion sock lining and an oil- and slip-resistant 
rubber outsole. No exposed metal and 100% 
metal free. Men’s sizes 7–12, 13, 14, 15, 16 
and 17 in very generous 4E and 6E widths.

7645 Brown $159.95
         The six-inch “Carson”work boot 
 from Hoss has full grain tumbled leather 
   uppers with a 
   traditional 
soft. toe Suede tongue 
and collar are deeply padded for comfort. Ergonomic insole with 
contoured soft rebound foam. Electrical hazard rated with slip- 
and oil-resistant MxGrip outsole. Men’s sizes 7–12, 13, 14, 15, 
16 and 17 in both 4E and 6E.
60414 Brown $119.95
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on all orders

$175
or more
USE CODE

FS1G175
SEE PAGE 63

Mud and snow are 
no match for Propét’s
Blizzard Walkers™ with 
warming Thinsulate®. All 
are seam-sealed to keep your 
feet dry, have protective rubber 
toes and rubber lug soles for 
traction. Men’s sizes 8–12, 13, 
14, 15 and 16 in 3E and 5E.
3786 Brown/black zip-front low-cut $94.95
3786BK All-black zip-front low-cut $94.95
3789BK All-black lace-up boot $104.95
3789 Black/brown lace-up boot $104.95
3792 Black/brown zipper mid-cut $104.95

See more  
winter 
boots 

online at
WIDESHOES.COM

3789BK

3792

3786BK

UP TO

WIDE
5E

3789

are seam-sealed to keep your are seam-sealed to keep your 
feet dry, have protective rubber 
toes and rubber lug soles for 
traction. Men’s sizes 8–12, 13, 

 Brown/black zip-front low-cut $94.95
 All-black zip-front low-cut $94.95

3786

WIDESHOES.COM

UP TO

WIDE
5E
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A smart-looking ankle
from Propét, the boot4" tall 
“Brock” has twinside zippers 
in its leather uppers, 
which are treated
with water-resistant 
Scotchgard™. Comfortable 
mesh linings and a moisture-
wicking open cell PU insole assure 

See all our winter 
boots online at

WIDESHOES.COM

“Brock” has twinside zippers 

. Comfortable 
mesh linings and a moisture-
wicking open cell PU insole assure PBA025BK

204

A smart-looking ankle
from Propét, the boot4" tall 
“Brock” has twinside zippers “Brock” has twinside zippers 

203

6305

WIDE
4E

204
UP TO

WIDE
6E

UP TO

WIDE
5E

Lightweight and waterproof, the “Abe” boot from 
Tundra employs Thermolite® technology and soft

 faux fur linings to keep you warm and comfortable all 
winter. The manmade upper repels water and has 

a hidden side zipper for easy on and off. The 
TPR rubber outsole has deep treads 
for good traction in snow and slush. 

Men’s whole sizes from 7 to 13 in 
XW(4E) width.

6305 Black $79.95

Warm pile linings 
and a fleece-covered insole will keep you warm 
and comfortable in our 6E-wide plain-toe boot. 
A concealed side zipper extends all the way to 

the sole for easy entry. Made on the 
extra-depth Kent XD last. Flexible 

treaded polyurethane 
sole. Sizes 7–12, 13 

and 14 in widths 
3E, 5E and 6E.

204 Brown $149.95 
203 Black $149.95

comfort, and the high traction rubber outsole 
provides excellent traction. Men’s sizes 8–12, 

13, 14 and 15 in 3E and 5E widths.
PBA025BK Black $99.95
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225 Beal St., Hingham, MA 02043

www.wideshoes.com

1-888-599-WIDE (9433)
(or 781-749-3571) fax: 1-781-749-3576

Monday–Friday 8:30 – 4:30; Saturday 10:00 – 4:00 Eastern
hitchcock@wideshoes.com

SHIP TO: (if different from billing address)
❑ RESIDENTIAL ADDRESS      ❑ BUSINESS ADDRESSKEY CODE (from catalog label):

Name

Street                                                                Apt. #

City                                                   State         Zip

Email address
to receive confirmation of order shipment

Name

Street                                                                Apt. #

City                                                   State         Zip

Daytime Phone # (            )                                     
if we need to contact you regarding your order

SHIPPING: Our STANDARD flat-rate charge of $14.95 covers shipping and handling to the 
48 contiguous U.S. states, no matter how many items you order. *But if your order is for 
$175 or more in merchandise, standard shipping is FREE through December 31, 2021   
when you use code FS1G175. Per pair surcharges apply for expedited shipments. Standard 
delivery usually takes 3-7 business days, depending on your location. (Priority Mail is the default 
method to AK, HI & PR. Canada and overseas orders, see shipping details at www.wideshoes.com)
EXPEDITED: Order weekdays by noon Eastern for same day shipment.
PRIORITY MAIL (USPS): Add $15 for 1st pair and $12 for each additional 
pair to the standard $14.95 charge.
2ND DAY (by 5 pm second business day): Add $30 for 1st pair and $18 for each additional 
pair to the standard $14.95 charge. (AK, HI & PR: $45 1st pair; $24 each additional pair.)
NEXT DAY (by 5 pm next business day): Add $56 for 1st pair and $27 for each additional 
pair to the standard $14.95 charge. (AK, HI & PR: $66 1st pair; $39 each additional pair.) delivery 
Saturday requires additional $32 fee.

RETURNS:  Any items may be 
returned unworn in original 
condition and packaging
within 30 days of receipt 
for exchange or refund of 

purchase price, exclusive of 
shipping charges. FIRST-TIME BUYERS: Please provide following information for fi tting:

Present size and width:                                   How do they fi t?    Well ❑   Narrow ❑   Wide ❑   Long ❑   Short ❑
Special requirements: IMPORTANT: What is measurement around foot at ball joint?
High instep   ❑
Arch support   ❑   Orthotics  ❑
Hammer toes  ❑   Bunions  ❑      
Other (edema, diabetes, etc.?) 

FREE SHIPPING ON ALL ORDERS FOR $175 OR MORE
(ENTER SALE CODE FS1G175 WHEN ORDERING ONLINE)

 PAGE STYLE NO. COLOR SIZE WIDTH QUANTITY AMOUNT DUE

MERCHANDISE
TOTAL

BASIC SHIPPING 
& HANDLING

OPTIONAL
SHIPPING

TOTAL

1
2
3

$14  95

❑ My check is enclosed.

❑
(16 digits)

❑
(16 digits)

(15 digits)

❑

(16 digits)

❑

Security Code

Expiration Date

Important
Enter 3-digit security code from back 
of Discover, VISA or Mastercard; 4-digit 
security code from front of Amex card.

    1         2         3        4         5        6          7        8        9       10      11       12      13       14    15    16

Signature of Authorized Buyer

Signature & expiration date required for all charge orders 

SALES TAX: We add appropriate sales tax to orders shipped 
to jurisdictions where we are required by law to collect 
it. (Mass. residents taxed on shoes priced over $175.)

SALES
TAX

https://www.wideshoes.com
https://www.wideshoes.com/ContactUs.aspx
https://www.wideshoes.com
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